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Abstract

I
n this thesis, three manuscripts will be presented that focus on utilizing a
novel approach to protein structure prediction, subsequently allowing the

acceleration of vaccine development.
The first manuscript presents a deep, probabilistic, and generative model of

local protein structure. The proposed model represents a means of evaluating
the possible conformations that small protein fragments adopt. The model
produces fragment libraries at a quality on-par with state-of-the-art models,
at a fraction of the run time, without the need for external information and
third-party tools to guide the library construction.

In manuscript 2 I use this model of local protein structure to accelerate the
vaccine design process. Vaccines typically induce an immune response through
the combination of structural B cell epitopes and small linear T cell epitopes.
In manuscript 2, I present an approach that uses the local protein structure
model to modify the coronavirus spike protein through peptide grafting. We
show that the model can adapt the spike protein of SARS-CoV-2, in a man-
ner that preserves the important B-cell epitopes needed to induce an antibody
response, while enriching for T cell epitopes that can boost this response. I
show that vaccine constructs designed using this model express at a higher
level than those designed with a naive approach allowing only small modi-
fications of the spike protein. The vaccine constructs are able to induce an
antibody response against the wildtype in immunized mice, indicating proper
folding of the modified protein construct.

The model presented in manuscript 1 focuses only on inferring backbone
dihedral angles. This focus on internal coordinates limit the ability to model
fragments that are larger than 9 amino acids. The third and final manuscript
presents a means to alleviate this problem by introducing a novel multi-scale
approach employing likelihoods over both internal coordinates as well as re-
constructed 3D-coordinates. I show that this change improves the models
performance on short fragments while allowing modelling of longer protein
fragments as well.
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Dansk Resumé

F
orudsigelse af hvordan et protein folder er et problem af stor interesse.
Proteiner anses for at være livets byggeklodser, da de er centrale for en

langt de fleste biologiske processer. Hvis man ved, hvordan et protein folder
og fungerer, er man godt p̊a vej til at kunne at manipulere dem for at opn̊a
forskellige m̊al, s̊asom at designe en vaccine.

I denne afhandling præsenteres tre artikler med fokus p̊a at udnytte en
nyudviklet metode til at forudsige protein strukturer, for at accelerere vac-
cineudvikling. Den første artikel præsenterer en dyb, probabilistisk og gen-
erativ model over lokal protein struktur. Modellen bruges til at evaluere det
strukturelle udfaldsrum for mindre fragmenter af proteiner. Modellen er i
stand til at generere fragmentbiblioteker hurtigere end eksisterende metoder
og af samme kvalitet. Jeg præsenterer hvordan vi kan bruge s̊adan en model
til at modificere proteiner i en større grad end hidtil muligt. Jeg viser, at
vi ved hjælp af denne model kan ændre en aminosyresekvens med minimal
effekt p̊a den endelige proteinstruktur. Dette gøres med henblik p̊a at designe
en vaccine mod SARS-CoV-2, der er potentielt bredere dækkende end eksis-
terende vaccineprodukter. Til sidst viser jeg, hvordan vi kan forbedre vores
lokale proteinstruktur model ved at introducere en ny metode hvorp̊a man kan
træne s̊adanne modeller. Denne nye metode gør det muligt at træne modellen
med sandsynligheder over 3D-koordinater, hvilket tillader, at vi ikke blot kan
modellere små fragmenter af proteiner endnu bedre, men at vi samtidig kan
bevæge os hen imod større fragmenter.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

P
roteins are the building blocks of life. By now, this sentence has become
a staple in any protein structure prediction publication. Unsurprisingly,

this is because it is true. Proteins are essential components, building blocks,
and even motors responsible for wide variety of functions all the way from
reproduction to cell death. Protein filaments make up cellular structures,
enzymes facilitate chemical reactions and processes, immunoglobulins respond
to foreign pathogens, the aptly named transporters move molecules around,
and motor proteins allow movement of everything from single cells to entire
multicellular organisms.

While proteins make up the biological machinery, they are also the culprits
enabling viruses, bacteria, and parasites to infect and spread. Therefore,
knowing what these proteins are, and how they function will go a long way
towards learning how to protect ourselves from such pathogens.

Another common phrase in structural biology is that structure is function.
In their simplest form, proteins are long polymers of amino acid residues. As
these polymers are produced by a cell, they begin to fold into an endless num-
ber of different shapes. This shape dictates how the protein interacts with its
surroundings and consequently what functions it can carry out. Thus, learning
how a protein folds will tell you a lot about how it functions. Consequently, the
problem of protein structure prediction has for many years been of immense
interest with recent vast improvements being showed with the application of
deep learning [1, 2]. With the advent of AlphaFold [1], the problem has even
been stated as solved [3]. However, open questions still remain, relating to
protein dynamics as well as the impact of fold-disturbing mutations. These
open problems leave some room in the field for research into models with a
focus on smaller scales of the protein structure prediction problem.

3
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1.1 Research questions

The purpose of this thesis is to use the multitude of available publicly accessi-
ble data on protein structure to accelerate the process of vaccine development.
Eventually, we will reach this goal by addressing the following research ques-
tions.

Can we develop a model of local protein structure that properly
accounts for the sequence to structure relationship and does not
rely on multiple sequence alignments?

How do we efficiently engineer proteins to improve a vaccine prod-
uct?

Can a model be developed that accounts for multiple levels of un-
certainty with regards to the relationship between sequence, back-
bone dihedral angles and 3D-coordinates?



Chapter 2

Protein Structure Prediction

P
roteins carry out a multitude of functions and therefore are considered the
machinery of living organisms. A common, although somewhat simplified,

saying on proteins is that structure is function. The 3-dimensional shape
of a protein is what endows the protein with the ability to interact with
other proteins or small molecules, which activates the protein and triggers a
response.

Protein structures are determined experimentally using techniques such as
X-ray crystallography [4], Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy (NMR)
[5], and Cryo-Electron Microscopy (Cryo-EM) [6]. Techniques like these have
been applied to proteins since the 1950’s [7], and these experimentally solved
structures have been deposited in the Protein Data Bank (PDB) [8]. However,
even with modern techniques for experimentally solving protein structures,
the throughput is low, and solving even a single protein structure is a long
and elaborate process. If information on protein structure is to be used in
a high throughput setting, such as modern vaccine development, structures
can simply not be solved fast enough. This presents an evident need for
computational methods that use a minimal amount of time and resources for
determining protein structure.

Enter computational protein structure prediction. The problem can be
stated quite simply:

Determine the 3-dimensional structure of a protein from its amino
acid sequence.

Even though the problem is clearly and simply stated, it is not a prob-
lem that is straight-forward to solve. Historically, the problem has been ap-
proached from two general angles; as an energy minimization problem, or
by end-to-end deep learning prediction. In 2021, the problem was declared
solved with the emergence of Deepmind’s AlphaFold2 [1]. This huge achieve-
ment changed the protein structure prediction landscape and shifted focus
almost entirely towards deep learning approaches.

5
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(a) Primary (b) Secondary

(c) Tertiary (d) Quaternary

Figure 2.1: The four different levels of protein structure

The main driver for the development of BIFROST, presented in manuscript
1 (section 5) and subsequently in manuscript 3 (section 7), was to address part
of the pipeline for performing energy-based modelling of protein structure.
Thus, in addition to a brief overview of the basics of protein structure, this
section will focus on introducing the energy-based modelling approach.

2.1 Protein structures

In their simplest form, proteins are linear polymers of amino acid residues,
which form the primary structure, or amino acid sequence (figure 2.1a). There
are 20 different standard amino acids with a shared backbone structure, but
with various physiochemical properties. Small stretches of the amino acid
sequence form local substructures, known as secondary structures, which gen-
eralize as either α-helices, β-strands, or coils (also called loops) 2.1b. The
final fold of a single protein chain is called the tertiary structure 2.1c. In
many cases, the functional form of a protein is a complex of multiple identi-
cal or different protein chains, which is called the quaternary structure 2.1d.
Predicting the structure of protein structure complexes is beyond the scope
of this thesis.

2.1.1 Representations of protein structure

Protein structures can be computationally represented in multiple ways. Carte-
sian coordinates are commonly used, as they can be interpreted through visu-
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alisation software. Here, the protein chain is represented as a point cloud in
a 3-dimensional Cartesian coordinate system, which allows easy visualisation
and analysis. Cartesian coordinates maintain the inter-residue distances and
thus retain information on relative positioning of each atom. However, 3D-
coordinates can be problematic to work with in a machine learning setting,
as they are rotationally and translationally variant. The same coordinate sets
can be moved arbitrarily along any axis (translation) or arbitrarily rotated
without actually changing the structure. Thus, predicting the true set of co-
ordinates or computing the true gradient from a predicted coordinate set is a
challenge.

Alternatively, protein structures can be represented by internal coordi-
nates. Amino acids share the same basic chemical structure forming a back-
bone of covalently bonded nitrogen and two carbon atoms, Cα and C. Internal
coordinates are the torsion angles around these bonds between the atoms of
the protein backbone as well as the lengths of these bonds. The rotations are
represented by dihedral angles, ϕ, ψ, and ω (figure 2.2).

Figure 2.2: Schematic of the protein backbone with ϕ, ψ, and ω dihedral
angles. Ri denotes the side chain, which varies between amino acids.

In practice, ϕ and ψ are the dihedral angles of interest, as ω is restricted
by the double-bond between a carbon atom, C, and an oxygen-atom, O.
This means that ω is restricted to appear in either a cis- (∼ 0◦) or a trans-
orientation (∼ 180◦), where the cis-orientation is only rarely observed [9].
The distribution of ϕ and ψ angles can be used to represent a protein fold
in a Ramachandran-plot [10]. The Ramachandran plot shows that dihedral
angles form clusters corresponding to the secondary structure (figure 2.3). As
amino acids share the same basic structure, most show the same behavior in
Ramachandran space (figure 2.3b). The two exceptions are glycine (figure 2.3c
proline (figure 2.3d). As the side chain of glycine consists of a single hydrogen
atom, the backbone is flexible, where as the side chain of proline binds the
backbone both at the Cα and at the nitrogen atom N , causing the backbone
to become more rigid.
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(a) Global fold (b) Leucine

(c) Glycine (d) Proline

Figure 2.3: The distribution of global ϕ and ψ dihedral angles (a) as well
as for individual amino acids shown as Ramachandran plots. Leucine (b) is
included to represent the behavior of most amino acids, while glycine (c) and
proline (d) are included to show their distinct behavior.

Internal coordinates are a solid alternative to Cartesian coordinates for
modelling purposes, as they are rotationally and translationally invariant.
Regardless of how the protein is rotated or moved, the dihedral angles will
remain unchanged as they represent the relative rotations of the backbone
atoms. However, internal coordinates give no insight on the relative position-
ing of atoms. Dihedral angles are easily calculated from Cartesian coordinates
by evaluating the rotation around the bonds between the atoms in the back-
bone based on the planes formed by three consecutive amino acid residues.
However, going the other way is not as straight forward and requires an algo-
rithm that iteratively reconstructs 3D-coordinates one amino acid at a time
given the dihedral angles [11, 12]. As a result, the reconstruction of Cartesian
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coordinates suffers from an elbow effect, where modest errors in dihedral an-
gle space early in the chain will result in large variations of the reconstructed
coordinates downstream.

The third and final approach is to encode the protein structure as a set
of pairwise contacts or distances, typically between Cα atoms [13]. These
distances are inferred by aligning a multitude of homologous sequences, thus
creating a Multiple Sequence Alignment (MSA). From the MSA we can per-
form co-evolution analyses to evaluate the likelihood that the amino acids at
two positions mutate in tandem. We expect that if two residues are in contact
in the protein structure, then mutating one of them would negatively affect
the structure. Therefore, co-evolving residues are likely to be in close proxim-
ity. Many approaches exist for solving this problem including direct coupling
analysis [14], inverse covariance [15], pseudolikelihood approaches [16], and of
course neural networks [17].

Contact and distance maps are an attractive representation of protein
structure, as they are symmetric L× L ∈ R matrices, where L is the number
of amino acids in the protein. They are rotationally and translationally in-
variant, except they do not allow for distinguishing between a structure and
it’s reflection.

2.2 Energy-based modelling

Energy-based modelling defines the problem of protein structure prediction
as an energy minimization problem, based on the assumption that the native
fold of a protein will be the fold that minimizes some physical energy function
(figure 2.4).

As described in section 2.1, protein structures are shaped by the dihedral
angles in the protein backbone. Levinthal’s paradox [19] states that even if we
assume a simplified problem where each ϕ and ψ dihedral angle can only take
on three possible conformations and ω is ignored, the number of possible folds
for a hypothetical protein of 100 amino acids would be on the order of 3198.
Such an outcome space is too vast to naively sample our way through. Energy-
based modelling frameworks, such as Rosetta [20, 21] address this challenge
through Monte Carlo sampling guided by a physical energy function. At each
iteration, a possible backbone conformation is sampled and the sampled move
is then evaluated by the energy function. If the move improves the energy,
it is accepted, if not, the move is discarded. The energy function evaluates
a range of different parameters, such as the number of salt-bridges, hydrogen
bonds, and how well the dihedral angles fit the empirical Ramachandran plot
[22]. This Monte Carlo sampling scheme allows a more efficient traversal of
the energy landscape.

However, even with an energy function to guide sampling, the number of
possible moves is still vast. For this reason, Rosetta samples conformations
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Figure 2.4: A conceptual representation of the energy landscape forming the
basic assumption for energy-based modelling. The native fold is observed at
the bottom of the funnel formed by the energy landscape. Figure borrowed
from [18].

for several amino acids at a time from a library of observed outcomes, known
as a fragment library.

2.2.1 Fragment libraries

A fragment library typically consists of 200 different conformations for each
overlapping window of 3 and 9 amino acids in the sequence. Fragment libraries
are built by splitting the amino acid sequence into overlapping windows of 3
and 9 amino acids (3-mers and 9-mers). The sequence fragments are then
searched against a public database of protein structures, such as teh PDB, to
find 200 possible structural outcomes for each fragment (figure 2.5).

Fragment libraries allow Rosetta to sample realistic backbone conforma-
tions 3 and 9 amino acids at a time, dramatically reducing the space of out-
comes. The most widely used approach for generating fragment libraries is
the fragment picker [23], which ships the Rosetta software.

Unlike the approach presented manuscript 1, the fragment picker is not a
trained model. Rather, it is an algorithm for selecting the best combination of
already observed structures that a short amino acid sequence could conform
to. The algorithm searches each overlapping fragment against structures in
the PDB by matching sequence similarity along with a sequence profile score,
as well as similarity to predicted secondary structure, as predicted by a pool of
secondary structure prediction tools; e.g. psipred [24], JUFO [25], SAM [26],
and NetsurfP [27]. Additionally, fragments are scored by a Ramachandran
probability, i.e. how well the backbone dihedral angles fit with the distribution
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Figure 2.5: Fragment libraries represent each overlapping fragment of a protein
sequence with a number possible backbone conformations, typically sampled
from the PDB.

of the Ramachandran plot.
Thus, the fragment picker runs a series of third-party tools in order to

construct an optimal collection of backbone conformations for each fragment.
This is a computationally heavy approach, which does not lend itself to a
high-throughput setting.

2.3 Progress in the protein structure prediction
landscape

Protein structure prediction is a task that has historically divided the field
of structural bioinformatics. Several types of approaches have emerged to-
wards solving the protein folding problem. At one end of the spectrum are
the energy-based modelling approaches for simulating the process of folding
through sampling, as described in section 2.2. These approaches either simu-
late the folding process from scratch (de novo folding) or starting from known
protein structures as templates (homology modelling) [20, 21, 28, 29, 30]. At
the heart of these approaches are efficient sampling algorithms, physical energy
functions, and template searches. At the opposite end of the spectrum we have
the end-to-end prediction approaches [31]. Crudely, end-to-end approaches are
able to go from an extended amino acid polymer to a fully folded protein in a
single step. Typically, these approaches apply sophisticated neural networks
along with clever feature engineering to obtain as much information as possi-
ble before making predictions. As it turned out this tribe would be the one
supposedly solving the problem with the advent of AlphaFold [1] through the
use of MSAs and rotation equivariant transformer neural networks. Multiple
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sequence alignments are crucially important in this process, as they provide
information on residue co-evolution. This is based on the assumption that
residues that evolve and mutate in tandem are more likely to be in close prox-
imity in the protein structure. From this we can predict inter-residue contacts,
which greatly limiting the conformational space [16, 32]. Since the publication
of AlphaFold, the multiple end-to-end tools have been published publications
showing a level of performance, that was unfathomable only a couple of years
ago [2, 33, 34, 35].



Chapter 3

Deep Learning and
Probabilistic Programming

O
riginally, probabilistic modelling was an art reserved only for those truly
gifted in math, probability theory, and coding. If one wanted to address

a problem with probabilistic modelling, one would have to manually write
programs that (i) define the probabilistic model, (ii) implement home-brewed
inference algorithms to deal with the intricacies associated with each spe-
cific model, and (iii) write sophisticated sampling algorithms to actually use
a model for forecasting and predictions. On top of that comes the compu-
tational challenge of fitting a sophisticated model to an arbitrary number of
data points.

With the advent of Probabilistic Programming Languages (PPLs) this
process was made available to a wider audience. They describe standardised
frameworks and libraries for writing probabilistic models in a principled man-
ner, that allows the use of arbitrary inference algorithms, from sampling-based
approaches such as Hamiltonian Monte Carlo (HMC) [36, 37] and No U-Turn
Sampling (NUTS) [38] to optimization-based approaches such as Stochastic
Variational Inference (SVI) [39]. PPLs are developed to extend multiple ex-
isting languages such as Python, R or C. Some popular PPLs are Stan [40],
PyMC3 [41], Tensorflow Probability [42], Pyro [43], and numpyro [44].

Pyro versus numpyro The models presented in this thesis have been devel-
oped using the probabilistic programming frameworks Pyro [43] and NumPyro
[44]. Both frameworks are Python libraries providing principled approaches
for defining and inferring arbitrary probabilistic models. Both frameworks
integrate seamlessly with deep learning frameworks, thus allowing the com-
bination of probabilistic graphical models and neural networks. Pyro utilises
the deep learning framework Pytorch [45] for defining neural networks and
calculating gradients, whereas numpyro builds on numpy [46] and JAX [47]
for calculating gradients, which allows for the use of any JAX-based neural

13
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network library, such as haiku [48].

3.1 Deep probabilistic programming

As mentioned above, PPLs allows the formulation of probabilistic models in
the form of code and programs, and provides a unified framework for model
inference and sampling. Deep Probabilistic Programming (DPP) languages
combine the elegance of probabilistic models with the raw power of artifi-
cial neural networks in the same framework, allowing modelling of arbitrarily
complex models.

A major obstacle in probabilistic modelling, is the amount of parameters
needed to model a phenomenon. In traditional probabilistic modelling, the
number of parameters typically scales with the number of data points, which
presents a challenge when working with larger data sets. However, using neu-
ral networks, we can share parameters between data points (a process called
amortization), which means that the number of parameters does not increase
with the amount of data. Essentially, DPP frameworks allow describing the
relationship between random variables in a model to be approximated by a
neural network, thus allowing modelling of arbitrary nonlinear relationships,
while allowing amortization of parameters.

3.2 Neural networks and deep learning

Machine learning and especially neural networks [49, 50] are used extensively
because of their abstractive power to model complex phenomena. In this
thesis they are used to drive the inference of probability distributions in a
semi-Bayesian setting.

3.2.1 Neural networks

As mentioned, the deep part of Deep Probabilistic Programming (DPP) comes
from the use of artificial neural networks to share parameters between data
points. In the models implemented here, two general types of neural net-
work architectures were implemented; the standard Feed Foward Neural Net-
work (FFN) along with a subtype of FFN called Recurrent Neural Networks
(RNNs).

Feed forward neural networks Fully connected FFNs are the basic class
of neural networks, which can be stacked to form a Multilayer Perceptron
(MLP) [51] also known as a deep neural network [52]. An FFN layer is com-
posed of a set of neurons, each with an associated set of weights, w, and bias
b. Stacking these layers results in a deep neural network (figure 3.1).
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Figure 3.1: A deep neural network (left) is a stack of linear transformations
followed by non-linear activation functions (right). Each node represents a
neuron and each edge represents a weight.

A single FFN layer can be viewed as a linear transformation of an input
vector consisting of ni values to an output vector of no values. Each value in
the input vector is connected to each value in the output vector with a tunable
weight. Each value in the output vector is then calculated as a weighted sum
of the input values followed by a non-linear activation function 3.1.

f(x,W,b) = a(xTW + b) (3.1)

where x is a vector with ni values, and W is an ni × no matrix.

Recurrent neural networks - Sequence models RNNs are a class of
feed forward neural networks intended for modelling data with a sequential
relationship [53]. An RNN typically performs an iterative parsing of each time
step in a series of observations, such as a sequence of words or, relevant for
our case, amino acids. Here, we describe the three most often used types of
RNNs, the standard RNN, the Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) [54], and the
Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM) [55] networks. Each of the networks are
composed of one or more feed forward layers, called a cell. A cell produces a
hidden state, ht, given a previous hidden state, ht−1, and an observation at
time t, xt. The standard RNN and the GRU cells only produce one hidden
state (equation 3.2), whereas the LSTM cell produces a memory state, ct,
along with the hidden state (equation 3.3).

ht = f(ht−1,xt) (3.2)

ht, ct = f(ht−1, ct−1,xt) (3.3)

The standard RNN cell is the simplest cell, consisting of a single feed
forward layer, followed by a tanh activation, whereas the GRU and LSTM
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implement logic gates in the form of sigmoid and tanh-activated feed forward
layers, determining which of the neurons in the hidden and memory states
should be updated (figure 3.2).

Figure 3.2: Three different types of RNN cell architectures.

3.2.2 Stochastic gradient descent

Neural networks are typically trained on a large data set with a procedure
called Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) [56]. SGD is composed of three
steps: forward propagation, backpropagation and weight update. Consider
the neural network predicting the target variable y from an input variable x.
In forward propagation, data points are passed through the neural network to
perform a prediction, ŷ (equation 3.4).

ŷ = f(x,W) (3.4)

where W are the parameters (weights) of the neural network. The pre-
dicted target variable, ŷ, is then compared to the observed output variable
with a differentiable loss function, l, to obtain an estimate of the predictive
error, E (equation 3.5).

E = l(ŷ, y) (3.5)

The loss function is chosen such that if ŷ is close to y, the error is small and
vice versa. In backpropagation, the derivatives of each weight in the network
with regard to the error is calculated to obtain gradients for each weight. In
the weight adjustment step, each weight is updated by taking a step in the
direction of the gradient calculated in the backpropagation step (equation 3.6.

wτ+1 = wτ − ν∇E(wτ ) (3.6)

where τ is the iteration step and ν is size of the step taken in the direction
of the gradient, also known as the learning rate.
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Repeating these three steps in an iterative manner by passing random
samples from the data set will then lead to a minimization of the error function,
pushing the neural network toward performing better predictions.

3.3 Generative modelling

The objective of a generative model is to create or synthesise data points with
or without conditioning on a certain input. One such class of models are
Latent Variable Models (LVMs) [57]. LVMs assume that observed data are
noisy observations of some state, which we can not observe, called the latent
state. The objective of these models is to generate plausible observations, x,
given a latent state, z. Such a model will have the joint density

pθ(z,x) = pθ(z)pθ(x|z) (3.7)

where θ are the parameters of the distribution p. The problem to be solved
in such a generative model is to infer the posterior probability density

pθ(z|x) =
pθ(x|z)pθ(z)

pθ(x)
(3.8)

Fitting a model like this with continuous latent variables is challenging, as
it requires integrating out the latent variables to obtain the marginal likelihood
(or evidence) pθ(x) =

∫
pθ(z)pθ(x|z)dz which is intractable for continuous

latent variables. We will be address this challenge by applying SVI [39] to
train the probabilistic, generative models. The problem will be treated as a
minimization problem, with the aim of optimizing the Evidence Lower Bound
(ELBO) [58]. SVI, ELBO and a simple trick needed to make them work, will
be described in more detail below.

First, we will set the stage by introducing the Variational Autoencoder
(VAE) [58] to motivate the type of problem to be solved, followed by an
introduction of the Deep Markov Model (DMM) [59].

3.3.1 Variational Autoencoders

The most common type of LVM is the VAE [58]. VAEs are composed of
an encoder and a decoder step. In the encoding step, a latent state, z, is
inferred from observations, x, while in the decoding step an observation is
reconstructed from a latent state. These encoding and decoding steps are
typically carried out by neural networks (figure 3.3). We let the encoder, called
the variational distribution or simply the guide, parameterise a multivariate
Gaussian distribution conditioned on an observation x, from which we sample
a latent variable z. This latent variable is then passed to the decoder, which we
call the model, in order to reconstruct the data point x̂ (figure 3.3). Thus, the
model parameterises the distribution pθ(x|z), while the guide parameterises a
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distribution approximating the true posterior qϕ(z|x), where θ and ϕ are the
parameters of the distributions.

Figure 3.3: The VAE as a directed graphical model (left) and rolled out
flowchart (right). The encoder, or guide, parameterises a distribution over
the latent state conditioned on an observation (x). A latent variable (z) is
sampled from this distribution, and the decoder, or model, reconstructs the
observation (x̂) from this latent variable.

A model such as the one depicted in figure 3.3, has a joint probability
density which factorises as

p(x, z) =

N∏

i=1

pθ(xi|zi)p(z) (3.9)

where N is the number of data points we have available and θ are the
model parameters. The objective is to maximise the posterior likelihood of
our latent variables given the data

pθ(z|x) =
pθ(x, z)pθ(z)

pθ(x)
(3.10)

The denominator of equation 3.10 is the marginal likelihood which can be
obtained by marginalizing out the latent variables z:

pθ(x) =

∫
pθ(x, z)dz (3.11)

such that our posterior can be calculated

pθ(z|x) =
pθ(x, z)∫
pθ(x, z)dz

(3.12)

However, the integral of equation 3.11 is intractable for continuous latent
variables, so in order to actually train a model such as this in an optimisation
setting, we need to introduce a variational distribution (guide) qϕ(z), that we
can sample from to approximate this density. In a VAE, the guide is given,
as it simply boils down to our encoding step.
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3.3.2 Stochastic Variational Inference

Suppose one wants to train a VAE on a set of observations x. We assume
that the observations x are generated from an underlying set of unobserved
continuous random variables z, which we call latent random variables. A
simple graphical model depicting this process is shown in figure 3.3.

In order to fit this generative model, we are interested in obtaining a prob-
ability distribution over x and we want to estimate a model that maximises
this probability, which we obtain by marginalizing out the latent variables of
the joint probability over x and z (equation 3.12).

As mentioned, in order to optimise the parameters of our model to max-
imise the posterior likelihood pθ(z|x), we need to marginalise out the latents,
which is an intractable integral. To counter this, we introduce a variational
distribution, that we can sample from, and try to have it approximate the
true posterior distribution.

Introducing a variational distribution allows us to define a differentiable
loss function - the ELBO. SVI employs stochastic gradient descent to minimise
the ELBO loss function.

Evidence Lower Bound - ELBO The ELBO combines two terms; the
reconstruction loss, pθ(x|z), and a term for the variational approximation

of the latent distribution pθ(z)
qϕ(z)

. The last term is the Kullback-Leibler Di-

vergence (KLD) between the variational approximation and the prior, i.e.
KL(qϕ(z|x)||pθ(z)). In VAEs and similar generative models, the KLD func-
tions as a regulariser, encouraging fitting a valid latent distribution to our
prior. The ELBO is interpreted as the lower bound on the evidence, which
means that maximizing the ELBO leads to minimizing the KLD between the
model and the guide.

Thus, the loss term we will use is given by:

ELBO = −KL(qϕ(z|x)||pθ(z)) + Eqϕ(z|x)[log(pθ(x|z)] (3.13)

The reparameterisation trick One problem remains with applying SVI:
gradients. The added stochastic step of sampling latent variables, makes gra-
dient computation impossible. Thus, in order to circumvent this limitation
we apply the reparameterisation trick as proposed in [58]. Simply stated we
replace our dependency on the sampled latent variable z by introducing a
deterministic function g(ϵ,x) such that

z = gϕ(ϵ,x) (3.14)

where ϵ is a random variable with independent marginal likelihood p(ϵ).
For a standard Gaussian distribution the reparameterisation is a simple

location-scale transformation

z = zµ + zσϵ (3.15)
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where zµ and zσ are the mean and scale of the distribution over z.
Introducing this rather simple trick means that we have moved the stochas-

tic element to ϵ, which means that we can compute gradients with regard to
ϕ.

Figure 3.4: The reparameteri-
sation trick allows us to move
the stochasticity away from the
latent variable. Sampled val-
ues are represented by circu-
lar nodes, whereas determinis-
tic variables are represented by
diamond-shaped nodes.
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Thus, combining the introduction of a variational distribution approximat-
ing the true posterior with the reparameterisation trick makes it possible to
utilize stochastic gradient descent to train a generative latent variable model.

3.3.3 Deep Markov Models

Originally named a hierarchical state space latent variable model [59], the
DMM can be seen as a VAE structured like a Hidden Markov Model (HMM).
Thus, we can train this model using the same principles as for a VAE.

An HMM is a statistical model for discrete time-series data [60]. It is based
on the Markov property, which entails that the latent state (z) of a time-series
system depends only on its previous state (equation 3.16.

p(zt|z1, ..., zt−1) = p(zt|zt−1) (3.16)

The HMM thus forms a Markov chain that consists of an initial probability
distribution, a number of unobserved latent states along with transition and
emission probabilities. The transition probabilities contains the probabilities
of the system transitioning from one latent state to another, while the emission
probabilities describe the likelihoods of an observation given a latent state.
Figure 3.5 shows an HMM for a discrete system with two possible latent
states (k ∈ [1, 2]) and two possible observed states (square and circle). The
transition between latent states are governed by the transition probabilities
represented by solid arrows, while the emission probabilities are represented
by dashed arrows. A rolled-out graphical representation of the model is shown
to the right in figure 3.5)

HMMs are useful for computing the likelihoods of time-series data, such
as speech or text. However, the HMM structure does not necessarily lend
itself to supervised learning tasks, where the objective is to correlate a series
of observed data points to a series of predictions. A simple extension to the
HMM allows us to do exactly this - the Input-Output Hidden Markov Model
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k = 1

k = 2

...

...

...

t− 1 t t+ 1

Figure 3.5: A two-state HMM as
a graphical model. Unobserved
latent states are represented by
white nodes, while observed states
are represented by grey nodes.
Solid arrows represent transition
probabilities, dashed arrows repre-
sent emission probabilities.

(IO-HMM) [61]. An IO-HMM models the relationship between a series of
observations and their impact on the latent states as well as target variables.
Given such a sequence of observations (o1, ..., on) and a sequence of target
variables (x1, ..., xn) we can build a graphical model of an IO-HMM (figure
3.6).

... zt−1 zt zt+1 ...

ot−1 ot ot+1

xt−1 xt xt+1

Figure 3.6: A simple graphical rep-
resentation of an IO-HMM mod-
elling the impact of a series of ob-
served variables on the latent state
as well as output variables. Solid
arrows denote transition probabili-
ties, dashed arrows represent emis-
sion probabilities.

In practical terms, the DMM is a rather straight-forward extension of
the HMM. In place of the static transition and emission probabilities of the
HMM are neural networks parameterising these distributions, which makes
the DMM easily extendable to continuous time-series data (figure 3.7a). For
each time step in a sequence, a latent state at time t is conditioned on the
latent variable at time t − 1 by passing the previous latent state, zt−1 to a
transition neural network (T), which parameterises a multivariate gaussian
over the latent variable zt. zt is then passed to an emitter neural network (E)
which parameterises a distribution from which we can sample a reconstructed
observation x̂t.

Similar to the HMM, the DMM is simple to extend to model the impact
of a series of observed input variables on the latent state and the predicted
output variables. We can call this the Input-Output Deep Markov Model
(IO-DMM). In practice, this can be done by conditioning the transition and
emission neural networks on the input variables (figure 3.7b).
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(a) DMM
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(b) IO-DMM.

Figure 3.7: The latent state distribution at time i is parameterised by a tran-
sition neural network T conditioned on the previous latent state zt−1. An
observation xt is generated by passing the latent state at time t to an emitter
neural network E.



Chapter 4

Vaccine Design

I
n manuscript 2 we use the tool developed in manuscript 1 to aid the de-
velopment of a broadly covering SARS-CoV-2 vaccine through a form of

protein design. Thus, in this section we will motivate this problem through
a brief summary of the main mechanisms of the immune system related to
an antiviral response and an efficient vaccine, followed by an introduction to
protein design as it relates to manuscript 2.

4.1 Immunology of vaccination

The human immune system is responsible for protecting us against foreign
pathogens and malfunctioning cells. It is typically divided into the innate and
the adaptive response. The innate response is a broad, naturally occurring
immune response capable of immediately protecting the body from a range of
pathogens. The adaptive immune response, on the other hand, is a response
that develops slower but can provide specific immunity against threats that
escape the innate immunity [62]. The adaptive response is composed of a
humoral response, relying on B-cells, as well as a cellular response, relying on
T-cells [63]. B cells express B Cell Receptors (BCRs), commonly referred to
as antibodies, that recognize extracellular foreign proteins, either neutralizing
their ability to interact with host cells or flagging them for destruction by
other components of the immune system [62, 64]. T cells, on the other hand
are divided into two groups based on the receptor they express on the cell
surface, namely CD4 or CD8.

Upon viral infection, Antigen Presenting Cells (APCs) of the innate im-
mune response, such as dendritic cells, opsonize virus particles and degrade
them. Peptides derived from viral proteins are then presented on the APC’s
surface bound to proteins called Major Histocompatibility Complex (MHC)
class I and II molecules, which are recognized by T Cell Receptors (TCRs)
[65]. Peptides presented on MHC class I molecules are recognized by CD8+

T cells, whereas peptides presented on MHC class II molecules are recognized

23
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by CD4+ T cells. This interaction leads to the proliferation of effector T cells.
CD8+ T cells become Cytotoxic T lymphocytes (CTLs), which directly kill an
infected cell, while CD4+ T cells differentiate to either Regulatory T (Treg)
cells, T-helper (TH) cells, or Follicular T-helper (TFH) cells. Treg cells regu-
late the immune response, typically to suppress the response against normal
host cells, whereas TH and TFH provide help to the CD8+ T cells and B cells,
respectively [62]. TH cells aid the proliferation of CTLs by interacting with
APCs which leads to the release of cytokines stimulating the CTL response
(figure 4.1). Eventually, this leads to the generation of memory T cells [66].
TFH cells recognize peptides presented by B cells on MHC class II molecules.
This causes the T cells to secrete cytokines, which induces the further prolifer-
ation of B cells producing antibodies that recognize the virus. This eventually
leads to the establishment of memory B cells, rendering the host immune to
subsequent infections (figure 4.1) [67].

Figure 4.1: The innate and adaptive immune response and how they lead
to immunological memory. Pathogens are recognized by the innate immune
system. Peptides are presented to T cells by infected cells and APCs, resulting
in a stimulation of CTLs as well as TH and TFH cells. TH cells provide help to
CTLs through the release of cytokines. TFH cells provide B cell help leading
to clonal expansion of B cells. Antibodies produced by B cells, recognize and
neutralize the pathogen. Eventually, immunological memory is established
through the generation of memory B, TH and CTL cells.

An efficient vaccine is able to elicit the production of both long-lived mem-
ory B-cells that produce relevant neutralizing antibodies, as well as memory
T-cells, that can recognize and kill infected cells (figure 4.1) [66]. It is there-
fore essential that a vaccine contains either a strong B cell component in the
form of a structural antigen, a strong T cell component in the form of peptides
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to be presented on MHC molecules, or both.

4.2 Protein engineering & Peptide grafting

The objective of protein engineering is to modify a protein such that it gains
a new function or displays new features. Examples of this could be to in-
crease the solubility or stability of a protein [68, 69], creating multifunctional
proteins by fusing two protein domains [70] or increasing the efficacy of a
protein by improving it’s ability to bind another protein [71, 72]. The differ-
ent approaches to achieve these goals are diverse, but generalize into directed
evolution, semi-rational design, and rational design [73]. All three approaches
focus on modifying the DNA sequence encoding the protein, thus endowing it
with this novel trait. In directed evolution, a library of variants of the protein
are generated through random mutagenesis, and subsequently screened for the
desired traits [74]. In rational design, specific modifications are applied to the
DNA sequence, e.g. when information on the structure is available to guide
the modification [68]. The semi-rational design approach is a combination of
the other two, where information on structure is used to generate a library of
variants [75].

In manuscript 2 we perform a type of rational design called peptide graft-
ing to increase the number of immune epitopes in a protein. Typically, pep-
tide grafting through sequence engineering is done via helix or loop grafting
[76, 77, 71, 72, 78], where an α-helical or a loop (coil) region of a protein is
substituted for a novel peptide that conforms to the same secondary struc-
ture. This approach theoretically works for any scaffold protein with known
surface-exposed loops or α-helices, but requires that the grafted peptide can
form a similar secondary structure 4.2. Alternative research directions fo-
cus on developing stable and soluble scaffold proteins, into which arbitrary
peptides can be grafted [79, 80, 81, 82].

Previous approaches rely on selection of graft sites that are relatively inde-
pendent from the rest of the structure [83]. This means that grafts should not
be performed in regions of the protein that have a high number of inter-residue
contacts, as they are likely to stabilize the fold. Effectively, this means that
grafting is restricted to surface-exposed loops and helices. In most use cases,
this is not a limitation, as most grafting scenarios revolve around adding novel
functionalities to the surface of a scaffold protein, such as receptor specificity
[78] or increased stability [84].

The approach presented in manuscript 2 represents a universal framework,
which allows grafting of arbitrary peptides into arbitrary scaffold proteins.
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Figure 4.2: Examples of loop-grafting and helix-grafting



Chapter 5

Efficient Generative
Modelling of Protein
Structure Fragments Using a
Deep Markov Model

T
he following manuscript was published as part of the conference proceed-
ings for the International Conference on Machine Learning (ICML) 2021

and was selected for a contributed talk for the probabilistic programming
conference (PROBPROG21).

The paper describes a model called Bayesian Inference for FRagments of
protein STructures (BIFROST), a novel approach to the problem of generating
fragment libraries for energy-based modelling of protein structures (see section
2.2.1) for details on the fragment library problem). The presented DMM is
a model of local protein structure explicitly conditioned on the sequence of
amino acids. It focuses solely on sampling ϕ/ψ dihedral angles conditioned
on the amino acid sequence. The model was trained with the SVI procedure
described in section 3.3.2. We show that the model can generate fragment
libraries with a quality on par with the current state of the art, while doing
so at a dramatically improved run time. To the extent of my knowledge,
this model is the first deep and probabilistic generative model of local protein
structure.
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Abstract

Fragment libraries are often used in protein struc-
ture prediction, simulation and design as a means
to significantly reduce the vast conformational
search space. Current state-of-the-art methods
for fragment library generation do not properly
account for aleatory and epistemic uncertainty,
respectively due to the dynamic nature of pro-
teins and experimental errors in protein structures.
Additionally, they typically rely on information
that is not generally or readily available, such as
homologous sequences, related protein structures
and other complementary information. To address
these issues, we developed BIFROST, a novel take
on the fragment library problem based on a Deep
Markov Model architecture combined with direc-
tional statistics for angular degrees of freedom,
implemented in the deep probabilistic program-
ming language Pyro. BIFROST is a probabilistic,
generative model of the protein backbone dihe-
dral angles conditioned solely on the amino acid
sequence. BIFROST generates fragment libraries
with a quality on par with current state-of-the-art
methods at a fraction of the run-time, while requir-
ing considerably less information and allowing
efficient evaluation of probabilities.

1. Introduction
Fragment libraries (Jones & Thirup, 1986) find wide appli-
cation in protein structure prediction, simulation, design and
experimental determination (Trevizani et al., 2017; Chikenji
et al., 2006; Boomsma et al., 2012). Predicting the fold of
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versity of Copenhagen, Copenhagen, Denmark 2Evaxion Biotech,
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Copenhagen, Copenhagen, Denmark. Correspondence to: Chris-
tian B. Thygesen <christiank.thygesen@di.ku.dk>, Thomas
Hamelryck <thamelry@bio.ku.dk>.

Proceedings of the 38 th International Conference on Machine
Learning, PMLR 139, 2021. Copyright 2021 by the author(s).

a protein requires evaluating a conformational space that is
too vast for brute-force sampling to be feasible (Levinthal,
1969). Fragment libraries are used in a divide-and-conquer
approach, whereby a full length protein is divided into a
manageable sub-set of shorter stretches of amino acids for
which backbone conformations are sampled. Typically, sam-
pling is done using a finite set of fragments derived from
experimentally determined protein structures. Fragment
libraries are used in state-of-the-art protein structure pre-
diction frameworks such as Rosetta (Rohl et al., 2004), I-
TASSER (Roy et al., 2010), and AlphaFold (Senior et al.,
2019).

Generally, knowledge-based methods for protein struc-
ture prediction follow two main strategies: homology (or
template-based) modelling (Eswar et al., 2006; Šali & Blun-
dell, 1993; Song et al., 2013) and de novo modelling (Rohl
et al., 2004). Both approaches assume that the native fold of
a protein corresponds to the minimum of a physical energy
function and make use of statistics derived from a database
of known proteins structures (Alford et al., 2017; Leaver-
Fay et al., 2013). Whereas homology modelling relies on
the availability of similar structures to limit the search space,
knowledge-based de novo protocols require extensive sam-
pling of the conformational space of backbone angles (figure
1).

Residue 1
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Figure 1. Schematic of the three dihedral angles (φ, ψ, and ω) that
parameterise the protein backbone. R represents the side chain.

To overcome the shortcomings of either strategy, modelling
tools like Rosetta (Rohl et al., 2004) use a combined ap-
proach of extensive sampling and prior information. Rosetta
employs simulated annealing of backbone conformations
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according to an energy function (Alford et al., 2017), while
reducing the conformational space by sampling fragments
of typically 3 or 9 amino acids at a time (Simons et al.,
1997).

Fragments are typically extracted from experimentally deter-
mined protein structures in the Protein Data Bank (Berman
et al., 2000) and used in prediction based on similarities in
sequence and sequence-derived features (Gront et al., 2011;
Kalev & Habeck, 2011; Santos et al., 2015; De Oliveira et al.,
2015; Trevizani et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2019). Generative
probabilistic models of protein backbone angles (Hamel-
ryck et al., 2006; Boomsma et al., 2008; Bhattacharya et al.,
2016; Edgoose et al., 1998; Li et al., 2008; Lennox et al.,
2010) offer an alternative way to construct fragment libraries
and aim to represent the associated epistemic and aleatory
uncertainty. In this case, epistemic uncertainty is due to
experimental errors from the determination of protein struc-
tures, while aleatory or inherent uncertainty is due to the
dynamic nature, or flexibility, of proteins (Best, 2017).

Here, we present BIFROST - Bayesian Inference for FRag-
ments Of protein STructures - a deep, generative, proba-
bilistic model of protein backbone angles that solely uses
the amino acid sequence as input. BIFROST is based on
an adaptation of the Deep Markov Model (DMM) archi-
tecture (Krishnan et al., 2017) and represents the angular
variables (φ and ψ) in a principled way using directional
statistics (Mardia & Jupp, 2008). Finally, BIFROST makes
it possible to evaluate the probability of a backbone confor-
mation given an amino acid sequence, which is important
for applications such as sampling the conformational space
of proteins with correct statistical weights in equilibrium
simulations (Boomsma et al., 2014).

2. Background and related work
Probabilistic, generative models of local protein struc-
ture Most generative, probabilistic models of local protein
structure are Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) that repre-
sent structure and sequence based on the assumption of a
Markovian structure (Hamelryck et al., 2012). The first such
models did not include the amino acid sequence (Edgoose
et al., 1998), discretised the angular variables (Bystroff
et al., 2000), or used continuous, but lossy representations
(Camproux et al., 1999; Hamelryck et al., 2006), making
sampling of conformations with atomic detail problematic.
These early models are thus probabilistic but only approx-
imately ”generative” at best. TorusDBN (Boomsma et al.,
2008) was the first joint model of backbone angles and
sequence that properly accounted for the continuous and
angular nature of the data. Others introduced richer proba-
bilistic models of local protein structure including Dirichlet
Process mixtures of HMMs (DPM-HMMs) Lennox et al.
(2010) and Conditional Random Fields (CRFs) (Zhao et al.,

2010; 2008). As far as we know, BIFROST is the first deep
generative model of local protein structure that aims to quan-
tify the associated aleatory and epistemic uncertainty using
an (approximate) Bayesian posterior.

Deep Markov Models The DMM, introduced in (Krishnan
et al., 2017), is a generalisation of the variational autoen-
coder (VAE) (Kingma & Welling, 2014) for sequence or
time series data. Related stochastic sequential neural mod-
els were reported by Fraccaro et al. (2016) and Chung et al.
(2015). Published applications of DMMs include natural
language processing tasks (Khurana et al., 2020), inference
of time series data (Zhi-Xuan et al., 2020), and human pose
forecasting (Toyer et al., 2017). Our application of the
DMM and the modifications made to the standard model
will be described in section 3.3.

3. Methods
3.1. Data set

BIFROST was trained on a data set of fragments derived
from a set of 3733 proteins from the cullpdb data set (Wang
& Dunbrack, 2005). Quality thresholds were (i) resolution
< 1.6Å, (ii) R-factor < 0.25, and (iii) a sequence iden-
tity cutoff of 20%. For the purpose of reliable evaluation,
sequences with > 20% identity to CASP13 targets were
removed from the dataset.

Fragments containing angle-pairs in disallowed regions of
the Ramachandran plot (Ramachandran et al., 1963) were
removed using the Ramalyze function of the crystallography
software PHENIX (Liebschner et al., 2019). The resulting
data set consisted of ∼ 186000 9-mer fragments. Prior to
training, the data was randomly split into train, test, and
validation sets with a 60/20/20% ratio.

3.2. Framework

The presented model was implemented in the deep proba-
bilistic programming language Pyro, version 1.3.0 (Bing-
ham et al., 2019) and Pytorch version 1.4.0 (Paszke et al.,
2019). Training and testing were carried out on a machine
equipped with an Intel Xeon CPU E5-2630 and Tesla M10
GPU. The model trains on a single GPU and converges after
150 epochs for a total training time of approximately 34
hours.

3.3. Model

BIFROST consists of a DMM (Krishnan et al., 2017) with
an architecture similar to an Input-Output HMM (IO-HMM)
(Bengio & Frasconi, 1995). The model employs the Marko-
vian structure of an HMM, but with continuous, as opposed
to discrete, latent states (z) and with transition and emission
neural networks instead of transition and emission matrices.
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Consequently, the latent states are iteratively transformed
using the transition neural network, such that the value of
the current latent state depends on the previous state and the
(processed) amino acid information at that position (figure
2).

Observed angles (φ and ψ) are generated from the latent
state sequence by applying an emitter neural network at
each position (figure 2). Since the backbone angle ω is
most often narrowly distributed around 180◦, this degree of
freedom is not included in the current version of BIFROST.

z0 T z1 T z2 ... T zN

E

φ1 ψ1

E

φ2 ψ2

E

φN ψN

h1 h2
... hN

a1 a2 aN

Figure 2. The BIFROST model. Grey nodes are latent random
variables, white circular nodes are observed variables, white rectan-
gular nodes represent hidden states from a bidirectional Recurrent
Neural Network (RNN) H , and black squares represent neural
networks. E and T denote the emitter and the transition network,
respectively.

The structure of the model is shown in figure 2. For no-
tational simplicity, the sequence of φ and ψ pairs will be
denoted by x. The joint distribution of the latent variable z
and the angles x conditioned on the amino acid sequence a
with length N of the graphical model in figure 2 factorises
as

p(z,x|a) =
N∏

n=1

p(zn|zn−1,hn(a))p(xn|zn) (1)

where hn(a) is the deterministic hidden state generated at
position n by a bidirectional RNN H with parameters θH
running across the amino acid sequence. The bidirectional
RNN incorporates information from amino acids upstream
and downstream of position n. The initial latent state z0 is
treated as a trainable parameter and is thus shared for all
sequences.

The transition densities are given by a multivariate Gaussian
distribution,

p(zn|zn−1,hn(a)) =
N (µT (zn−1,hn(a)),ΣT (zn−1,hn(a)))

(2)

where the mean vector (µT ) and the (diagonal) covariance
matrix (ΣT ) are given by a neural network T parameterised
by θT .

The emission densities are given by a bivariate periodic
student-T distribution (Pewsey et al., 2007) (section 3.5)
such that

p(xn|zn) =
T (xn|νE(zn),µE(zn),ΣE(zn))

(3)

where the single, shared degree of freedom (νE), the vector
of two means (µE), and the 2×2 diagonal covariance matrix
(ΣE) of the distribution are given by a neural network E
parameterised by θE .

z0 C z1 C z2 ... C zN

g1 g2 ... gN

a1 φ1 ψ1 a2 φ2 ψ2 aN φN ψN

Figure 3. Variational distribution for approximating the posterior.
Grey nodes are latent random variables, white circular nodes are
observed variables, white rectangular nodes represent hidden states
from a bidirectional RNN G, while black squares represent neural
networks. C denotes the combiner network.

3.4. Estimation

In order to perform inference of the intractable posterior, we
introduce a variational distribution or guide q (Kingma &
Welling, 2019) (figure 3), which makes use of a combiner
neural network C parameterised by ζC ,

q(zn|zn−1,a,x) =
N (µC(zn−1,gn(a,x)),ΣC(zn−1,gn(a,x)))

(4)

where gn(a,x) is the deterministic hidden state generated
at position n by a bidirectional RNN G with parameters ζG
running across the amino acid sequence a and the angles x.

For the parameters of the neural networks
(ζC , ζG,θT ,θE ,θH ), point estimates are obtained
using Stochastic Variational Inference (SVI), which
optimises the Evidence Lower Bound (ELBO) using
stochastic gradient descent (SGD) (Kingma & Welling,
2014; 2019). The ELBO variational objective is given by

Lθ,ζ(x) =
Eqζ(z|x,a) [log pθ(z,x|a)− log qζ(z|x,a)]

(5)

where ζ = (ζC , ζG) and θ = (z0,θT ,θE ,θH) are the
parameters of the guide and the model, respectively.
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3.5. Periodic student T distribution

As angle-pairs are periodic values, i.e. distributed on a torus
(Boomsma et al., 2008), they need to be modelled by an
appropriate periodic distribution. Traditionally, angles are
assumed distributed according to the von Mises distribution,
which is defined by a mean that can be any real number and a
concentration parameter, which can be any positive number.
SVI showed poor performance when the von Mises distribu-
tion was used. Here, we circumvent this by representing the
likelihood of the angles by a student T distribution that is
wrapped around a circle (Pewsey et al., 2007). This allows
for appropriate modelling of the periodicity of the angles,
while being more robust with regards to outlier issues than
the von Mises distribution due to the wider tails of the T
distribution. It should be noted as well that Pewsey et al.
(2007) showed that the wrapped student T distribution can
approximate the von Mises distribution closely.

3.6. Neural network architecture overview

The overall architecture is based on the originally proposed
DMM (Krishnan et al., 2017) with modifications. The main
difference is the addition of an RNN H in the model that
processes the amino acid sequence a, thus providing explicit
conditioning on the amino acid sequence. A similar archi-
tecture was used by Fraccaro et al. (2016) for time series. In
the guide, a second RNN G is used that processes the angles
and the amino acid sequence during training. The initial
values for both RNNs are treated as trainable parameters.
In addition to the RNNs, the model contains an emitter net-
work E and a transition network T , while the guide relies
on a combiner network C.

Emitter architecture The emitter networkE parameterises
the emission probabilities as stated in equation 3. E is a feed-
forward neural network containing two initial layers that
branch into three. One output branch is a single layer that
outputs the degree of freedom of the Student T distribution,
which is shared between the two angles. The other two
branches output a mean µ and a standard deviation σ for φ
and ψ, respectively. Each hidden layer of the neural network
contained 200 neurons with rectified linear unit (ReLU)
activation. Output layers for µ values had no activation, as
the periodic distribution automatically transforms values to
a range between −π and π. Output layers for σ and degrees
of freedom ν used softplus activation to ensure positive, real
numbered values. The architecture ofE is depicted in figure
4.

Transition and combiner architecture The transition net-
work T and the combiner network C specify the transition
densities from the previous to the current latent state of the
model (equation 2) and the guide (equation 4), respectively.
In the original DMM (Krishnan et al., 2017), C was inspired
by the Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) architecture (Cho et al.,

zn

µφn

σφn

µψn

σψn

νn

Figure 4. Architecture of the emitter neural network, E. Black
rectangles represent ReLU-activated fully connected layers.

2014), while T was a simple feed forward network. Here,
both C and T were based on GRU cells to allow for better
horizontal information flow (figure 5).

zn−1 R X

X

cat

S S 1− X

+

T

R

SP

µn

σn

cat

R

hn/gn

Figure 5. Architecture of the transition T and combiner C neural
networks. Black squares represent single neural network layers
activated by a ReLU (R), sigmoid (S), tanh (T), softplus (SP) or
no activation. White squares represent element-wise mathematical
operations. Gray squares represent tensor concatenation. Note that
the network takes as input either hn or gn obtained from the RNN
in the model or the guide, respectively.

The total number of parameters in BIFROST are shown in
table 1.

3.7. Hyperparameter optimization

A simple hyperparameter search was performed with the
test ELBO as the selection criterion (data not shown). The
final model was trained with a learning rate of 0.0003 with
a scheduler reducing the learning rate by 90% when no im-
provement was seen for 10 epochs. Minibatch size was 200.
The Adam optimiser was used with a β1 and β2 of 0.96 and
0.999 respectively. The latent space dimensionality was 40.
All hidden activations (if not specified above) were ReLU
activations. We employed norm scaling of the gradient to a
norm of 10.0. Finally, early stopping was employed with a
patience of 50 epochs.
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Neural networks Z0

E T C H G p q
24 805 142 280 142 280 89 200 90 000 40 40

Total parameters: 488 645

Table 1. Number of parameters in BIFROST. E: Emitter, T: Transi-
tion, C: Combiner, H: model RNN, G: guide RNN, p: model, q:
guide

3.8. Sampling from the model

The BIFROST model (figure 2) is designed with explicit
conditioning on amino acid sequences allowing a simple
and efficient ancestral sampling approach that eliminates
the need for using the guide for predictions. Thus, the guide
is used solely for the purpose of model estimation and is
discarded upon sampling.

3.9. Fragment library generation and benchmarking

Fragment libraries are a collection of fragments, consisting
of typically 3 or 9 amino acids with known backbone angles.
Here, we focus on fragments of nine amino acids. For each
fragment in a protein, 200 possible backbone conformations
are sampled from BIFROST resulting in a set of (L− 8)×
200 fragment candidates, where L is the number of amino
acids in the protein. These candidates are compared to
the observed fragment by calculating the angular root mean
square deviation (RMSD) between the corresponding angles
as proposed in Boomsma et al. (2008). The choice of 9-mer
fragments and the 200 samples per fragment were made to
emulate the default behavior of the Rosetta fragment picker
(see below), for fair comparison.

The aggregated quality of fragment libraries are generally
represented by two metrics; precision and coverage. Preci-
sion is defined as the fraction of candidates with an RMSD
to the observed below a certain threshold, whereas coverage
is the fraction of positions covered by at least one candidate
with an RMSD below a certain threshold. Evaluating the
precision and coverage at increasing thresholds yields two
curves, and the quality of the fragment library is quantified
by the area under these two curves.

BIFROST was benchmarked against Rosetta’s fragment
picker (Gront et al., 2011) using the precision and coverage
metrics. The fragment picker was run using default parame-
ters, picking 200 fragments per position. Secondary struc-
ture predictions were performed using SAM-T08 (Karplus,
2009), PSIPRED (Jones, 1999) and Jufo (Leman et al.,
2013). Sequences that were homologous to the targets were
excluded (–nohoms flag).

Fragment libraries were generated for all available regu-
lar (denoted ”T”) targets from the latest installment of the

bi-annual protein structure prediction competition Critical
Assessment of Techniques for Protein Structure Prediction
(CASP13).

3.10. Runtime comparison

In order to compare the runtime of BIFROST to that of
the fragment picker, nine proteins of varying lengths were
selected. Both tools generated 200 samples per fragment.
The experiment was run on the same 32-core machine for
both the fragment picker and BIFROST.

4. Results
To show that the model is able to capture general protein
backbone behavior, angles were generated conditioned on
the sequences of 5000 previously unseen fragments and
compared to the observed angles. The model was able to
recreate the observed Ramachandran plots with minimal
added noise (figure 6).

Figure 6. Observed and modelled aggregated Ramachandran plots

While most amino acids show angle distributions similar to
the background in figure 6, glycine and proline are excep-
tions due to the nature of their side chains. The side chain
of glycine is a single hydrogen atom, allowing the backbone
to be exceptionally flexible, while the side chain of proline
is covalently linked to the backbone restraining the confor-
mational space. The modelled distribution of angles for
these two unique cases, along with leucine to represent the
general case, show that the model is able to capture specific
amino acid properties (figure 7).

The left side of figure 8 shows a thin, smoothed coil rep-
resentation of 100 samples from BIFROST conditioned on
example 9-mer fragments that were observed to be either
α-helix, β-strand, or coiled. The right side shows distri-
butions of backbone RMSDs of 5000 sampled fragments
to the observed structure from BIFROST and as picked by
Rosetta’s fragment picker.

The RMSDs were generally distributed towards 0Å for the
α-helix case, showcasing BIFROSTs ability to predict this
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Figure 7. Amino acid specific Ramachandran plots

well defined secondary structure element. The model has
more difficulty modelling β-strands and coils. However,
the distributions of the RMSDs are nearly identical to those
produced by the fragment picker. For coil fragments, the
RMSDs were distributed around 3Å reflecting the inherent
variability of those fragments.

Figure 8. Left: 100 samples of backbone dihedral angles (blue)
superimposed on the observed structures (yellow). For clarity,
the backbones are represented as thin, smoothed coils instead of
traditional cartoon representations. Right: Aggregated RMSDs
of BIFROST-sampled conformations and conformations picked
by Rosetta’s fragment picker for sequences observed as α-helix,
β-strand, and coil respectively.

BIFROST was benchmarked against Rosetta’s fragment
picker (Gront et al., 2011) on all publicly available CASP13
regular targets. BIFROST generated fragment libraries with
comparable precision and coverage to the fragment picker
(figure 9).

Figure 9. Comparison of fragment libraries generated by
BIFROST, relying on just the amino acid sequences, against
Rosetta’s fragment picker, which uses external information and
relies on ensemble predictions of secondary structure.

Finally, BIFROST enables efficient sampling of fragment
libraries. The runtime of BIFROST and the fragment picker
are compared in figure 10 on a set of nine proteins of varying
lengths. Both runtimes roughly scale linearly with protein
length, but BIFROST has a smaller constant term than the
fragment picker.

Figure 10. Runtime comparison between Rosetta’s fragment picker
and BIFROST on a set of nine proteins of varying lengths.

5. Discussion
BIFROST is a deep, generative model of local protein struc-
ture conditioned on sequence that provides a probabilistic
approach to generating fragment libraries.

The quality of the generated fragment libraries is on par
with Rosetta’s fragment picker, despite using much less
information, such as an ensemble of secondary structure
predictors. Due to the probabilistic nature of BIFROST,
distributions tend to be slightly wider than those resulting
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from picking structural fragments from the PDB based on
sequence similarity. This wider distribution plausibly re-
flects the dynamic nature of protein structure, which is not
captured in the experimental data provided by static X-ray
structures.

The model was estimated using SVI, relying on the ELBO
variational objective. As the ELBO provides a lower bound
on the log evidence (Kingma & Welling, 2014), we can
evaluate the probability of a specific local structure given
the sequence, simply by evaluating the ELBO. Evaluating
the probability of fragments is crucial for correct sampling
of the conformational space, for example in the case of
equilibrium simulations of protein dynamics (Boomsma
et al., 2014). The probabilities assigned by BIFROST can
be used to decide how often a fragment should be sampled
in the folding process. In contrast, existing methods do not
provide an explicit measure of fragment confidence.

In this paper the focus was kept on fragments of nine
residues for ease of comparison to the fragment picker. How-
ever, the DMM architecture of BIFROST allows generation
of fragments of arbitrary length but with an observed drop-
off in performance as the length of fragments are increased
(data not shown).

Existing methods rely heavily on the availability of multiple
sequence alignments (MSA) and other information, such as
secondary structure predictors. As MSAs are not available
for orphan proteins or synthetic proteins, the need for pure
sequence based models is evident.
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Chapter 6

Design of a broad
SARS-CoV-2 vaccine with a
universal grafting approach
using a deep generative model
of local protein structure

F
ollowing up on the proposed model of local protein structure in manuscript
1 [85], we showcase an application of the model that deviates quite a bit

from the originally intended use case. While the model originally acted as
a probabilistic and generative approach to the fragment library problem, we
realized that the model has other use cases. The model produces latent states
accounting for both sequence and strcuture. This means, that we can use
these latent states as novel similarity measures accounting for both. Up until
this point any similarity measure between two sequences would only take into
account the amino acid sequence. This essentially means, that two proteins
can only be deemed similar if the amino acid sequences are similar. How-
ever, suppose one wants to alter a protein sequence without majorly affecting
the structure, sequence similarity is just one of the components that should
be considered. In manuscript 2, this is exactly what we will attempt to do;
modify a known protein (the spike protein of the coronavirus) in order to
introduce immune epitopes while preserving the expression and neutralising
antibody response towards the wildtype.

In order to do this, we will perform peptide grafting, which is a process of
changing an amino acid sequence by replacing part of it with the amino acid
sequence of a foreign peptide (see section 4.2). If we rely only on sequence
identity for this, we would be restricted to introducing only minor changes to
the sequences, thus limiting the number of possible grafts dramatically. With
the model described in manuscript 1 it is possible to compare two sequences
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CHAPTER 6. DESIGN OF A BROAD SARS-COV-2 VACCINE WITH A
UNIVERSAL GRAFTING APPROACH USING A DEEP GENERATIVE

MODEL OF LOCAL PROTEIN STRUCTURE
in a manner, that takes the structural outcome into account in addition to the
sequence. We show, that using such a model allows enriching a protein with
foreign much larger and diverse pool of foreign peptides.

The manuscript focuses on producing a vaccine that is as immunogenic as
possible. Therfore we graft peptides, that are likely to be presented to the
T-cell receptors of the immune system. The pool of peptides, from which we
can graft, peptide:MHCII prediction (section 4). This tool is a neural network
that is trained on identified MHCII-binding peptides. However, it should be
noted that the grafting process described is generally applicable to any pool
of peptides.

We show that the vaccine constructs designed using the BIFROST model
are equally likely to result in structurally conserved proteins as an approach
that relies only on sequence identity, while allowing for introducing larger
changes to the amino acid sequence.

As of the time of writing, further experiments are being performed in order
to validate the data and hypotheses presented in manuscript 2.
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ABSTRACT

The need for rapid vaccine development has become evident in the recent COVID-19 pandemic
caused by the SARS-CoV-2 virus. Even though vaccines were developed faster than ever significant
human suffering and economic costs was observed, while the risk of novel variant or strains that
escape immunity still remains.The design of novel broadly protective vaccines could alleviate the
impact of such future events, relying on genetic information from multiple variants or strains. Such
an approach is supported by the observation that individuals previously infected with SARS-CoV-1
and who received a vaccination against SARS-CoV-2 showed increased cross-protection. Here, we
present a novel design approach based on this concept ,to achieve broadly protective vaccines against
SARS-CoV-2, by include immune epitopes from across several strains. The platform utilises deep
generative neural networks as a similarity function for guiding the modification of a vaccine based
on the spike protein through peptide grafting. We show that this novel grafting approach allows us
to modify the spike protein to an unprecedented extent, without compromising the structural fold
as shown by the vaccine’s ability to induce antibodies against the unmodified spike protein. The
grafting approach presented here, is applicable to any scaffold protein and allows grafting of arbitrary
peptides.

Keywords Deep Probabilistic Programming · Vaccine design · SARS-CoV-2 · Protein structure modelling ·Machine
Learning · Immunology · Bioinformatics · Peptide grafting

1 Introduction

The COVID-19 pandemic has highlighted the need for rapid vaccine design and development against Coronavirus.
While vaccines against the disease were developed at an unprecedented speed [1, 2], the mutational rate of SARS-CoV-2
confers a risk of emergence of novel variants capable of escaping immunity [3, 4]. In addition, previous outbreaks of
corona virus causing severe human disease (SARS-CoV-1 and MERS-CoV) and the four common circulating strains
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(229E, NL63, OC43 and HKU1), underscores the general threat of emergence of novel corona virus strains able to
infect humans and the need for broadly protective vaccines .

The generation of memory B-cells producing neutralizing antibodies against the spike protein, responsible for ACE2
receptor binding for human cell entry, was found essential for SARS-CoV-2 protection [5, 6, 7, 8]. Due to the
phylogenetic diversity of human corona viruses, belonging to the alpha and beta lineages, little natural immunity was
conferred against SARS-CoV-2 from previous infections [9] even for the closely related SARS-CoV-1 found in the
Sarbecovirus subclade [10]. A similar lack of cross protective immunity against other strains has been observed in
animals vaccinated with SARS-CoV-2 based vaccine designs [2]. However, studies show evidence of cross-protection
among individuals previously infected with SARS-CoV-1 and subsequently vaccinated against SARS-CoV-2 [11, 12].
These individuals showed neutralizing antibodies against a range of Sarbecoviruses, indicating the possibility of a
vaccine inducing broad protection across a subclade by combining components from multiple viruses in a single
vaccine. Evidence of the feasibility for such an approach in a preclinical setting was recently published relying on the
combination of multiple receptor binding (RBD) domains from the spike proteins of different strains [13, 14, 15, 16, 17].
While successful, these approaches are limited in the number of RBDs from different strains that can be combined due
to size constrains. Additionally, important T cell epitopes located in the spike protein outside the RBD are lost [18].

We propose an adaptable vaccine platform based on a novel peptide grafting approach of immune epitopes using the
full length spike protein as scaffold. Previous studies showed that a vaccination regimen consisting of peptide-priming
with CD4+ epitopes from the virus proteome induces the antibody-response [19]. However, neutralizing antibodies
are only induced for the proteins from which the grafted epitopes originate - known as paired protein specificity [19].
That same study showed, however, that priming with epitopes from proteins not previously recognized by the immune
system induced antibodies against these proteins. This indicates that grafting epitopes from a range of different proteins
could induce antibody-mediated endocytosis based on recognition of otherwise ignored proteins.

Thus, in this study we focus on enriching the number of CD4+ epitopes. The sequence of the S1 domain containing the
RBD is kept intact to ensure the generation of neutralizing antibodies against this domain. The S2 stem domain, on the
other hand is unlikely to elicit neutralizing antibodies, as it does not interact with ACE2. Therefore, this domain is
enriched for predicted and experimentally validated CD4+ T cell epitopes from a range of different sources.

Previous peptide grafting approaches focus on manipulating the sequence of surface-exposed loops or α helices
[20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25] to avoid abrogating the structural fold. However, T cell epitopes are not constrained to these
regions, as they arise from the antigen processing pathway, where a protein is degraded and processed into small peptides
to be presented by the MHC complexes [26]. Therefore, strictly seen from the perspective of antigen presentation,
epitopes can be grafted at any position in the scaffold protein. We therefore propose a grafting approach fueled by a
deep, generative model (BIFROST [27]) deployed as a similarity function for assessing the likelihood that a peptide can
be grafted at an arbitrary position in a scaffold protein without affecting the structural fold. We compare the approach
to a homology-based method, and show that the generative model allows for grafting of arbitrary peptides that do
not need to show high identity to the wildtype sequence of the scaffold protein. We apply the method to design a
proof-of-concept plasmid DNA vaccine against SARS-CoV-2 (section 2.3.1) by enriching the spike-protein with known
or predicted T cell epitopes, thus increasing the valency of the vaccine. While the strategy presented here focuses
on producing SARS-CoV-2 vaccine constructs, the platform is readily adaptable to design epitope-enriched vaccines
against any pathogen.

2 Methods

2.1 CD4+ epitope prediction

CD4+ epitope predictions were performed using Evaxion’s internal peptide:MHC prediction tool against the H2-IAb
allele of the mouse strain C57BL/6. For the sake of maintaining a large pool of graft candidates, we consider peptides
with a predicted ligand probability higher than 0 positive epitopes. Predicted ligands were sorted by their ligand
probability score, in order to obtain a prioritized list of graft candidates.

2.2 Epitope grafting guided by deep generative neural networks

BIFROST [27], a deep generative model of local protein structure, guides the epitope grafting (figure 2). As the model
is a latent variable model, similar to a variational autoencoder [29], it infers distributions over latent representations
capturing higher-order information. Protein fragments that are similar in terms of backbone conformation and amino
acid sequence show similar distributions over their latent representations. Thus, if two fragments are cose in latent
space, they are likely to occupy the same structural space.
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SP

S1-NTD S1-CTD

RBD Furin

TM IC

S1 (1-681) S2 (685-1212)

(a) Schematic representation of the sequence of the spike protein, with important domains highlighted. SP: Signal peptide, RBD:
Receptor Binding Domain, TM: Transmembrane region, IC: Intracellular region.

(b) Cartoon representation of the spike protein structure (PDB code
6VXX). Domains and sites of relevance are colored according to
the legend in figure 1a. Green: S1-CTD (RBD), blue: S1-NTD,
orange: Furin cleavage site, teal: Transmembrane region. Figure
produced in pymol [28].

Figure 1: Sequence and structural view of the spike protein. CTD: C-terminal domain, NTD: N-terminal domain.
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Figure 2: The BIFROST model of local protein structure. The amino acid sequence (a1, ..., aL) is processed by a
bidirectional recurrent neural network (RNN). A transition network (T ) parameterises a distribution over the latent
representation at position l given the RNN hidden state at position l and the previous latent state (zl−1). White circular
nodes are observed random variables, grey nodes are latent random variables. Black boxes represent neural networks,
while white boxes represent hidden states from an RNN.

Grafting is performed by encoding the sequences of epitopes and regions of the scaffold protein into distributions over
the latent representations using BIFROST (figure 2). Each distribution is a multivariate Gaussian of shape L×D where
L is the length of the epitope and D is the dimensionality of the latent space. BIFROST produces latent representations
as vectors of length 40, i.e. D = 40. The similarity between two peptides is defined by the KL-divergence:

Similarity = KL(p(z|atarget)||p(z|acandidate)) (1)

where p(z|atarget) and p(z|acandidate) are distributions over latent states given the amino acid sequence of the target
peptide and candidate peptide, respectively.

We empirically determined a threshold for deciding whether a peptide can be grafted by mapping our entire pool of graft
candidates against every position in the wildtype spike protein. We observed a small peak was below a KL divergence
of 13, which corresponded to the 1st percentile (see supplementary material, section 5.1). Thus, the cutoff value for
allowing a graft was set to a KL divergence below 13.

Given a pool of peptides prioritised by predicted MHC ligand probability, we attempt grafting first producing latent state
distributions for each position in the scaffold protein (p(z|aspike)). We then produce latent distributions for the peptide
(p(z|ai). The KLD between each position in p(z|aspike) and p(z|ai) is calculated. If a position has a KLD below 13,
grafting is performed. This process is repeated until a specified number of grafts are completed (6 or 12). Grafting of a
new peptides is only performed if there is a match where a graft has not already been performed. Additionally, grafting
is not performed in the S1 domain or the furin cleavage site to preserve structural antibody epitopes from the RBD as
well as preserving furin cleavage (figure 1a). The grafting algorithm is summarized in figure 3.

As we hypothesise that the BIFROST approach allows us to graft from arbitrary sources, we this approach grafted
epitopes experimentally validated to be immunogenic in C57BL/6 mice from the Immune Epitope Database (http:
//www.iedb.org) [30]. By grafting validated epitopes we are more likely to observe a T cell response against these
epitopes in an immunization study in those mice, proving the presence of the epitopes. For a comprehensive overview
of the epitope grafts, see table S1.

2.3 Epitope grafting guided by sequence identity

As a baseline for evaluating the novel BIFROST based grafting approach, we used a more classical multiple sequence
alignment (MSA) method. We generated multiple sequence alignments of coronavirus and coronavirus-like spike
proteins by searching the UniProt database using hidden Markov model (HMM) based approaches HHblits [31] and
HMMER [32]. 15-mer candidate epitopes were identified using peptide:MHC prediction. 6 or 12 non-overlapping
candidate epitopes were grafted by transferring the sequence from the donor protein to the grafted protein, keeping
the MSA-column position constant. Insertions and deletions in the donor protein sequence are disallowed to avoid
frame shifts; only residue-to-residue substitutions are allowed. Due to the reliance on sequence identity, the MSA-based
approach is limited to graft peptides originating from spike homologs of the betacoronavirus genus.
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Figure 3: The BIFROST-based grafting algorithm. Epitopes prioritized by MHCII ligand probability are encoded one at
a time and compared to every position in the scaffold protein. If a KL-divergence below 13 is observed, the epitope
is grafted and the grafted position is blacklisted for further iterations. Grafted positions are highlighted in red in the
vaccine construct to the right.

2.3.1 Construct design

To benchmark the grafting approach, we designed three types of constructs. The first group consist of the MSA approach
(section 2.3), allowing few amino acid differences compared to the wildtype spike sequence. We allowed a total of 6 or
12 grafts. The second group consists of two constructs designed using the BIFROST-driven approach (section 2.2), also
grafting 6 or 12 epitopes. Finally, we evaluated each graft in the MSA constructs using the BIFROST model to identify
poor grafts. If an MSA-grafted epitope did not meet the BIFROST threshold, we reverted the grafted sequence to the
wildtype (section 2.2).

We base all grafts on the same plasmid backbone based on the pTVG4 plasmid [33] encoding (i) a spike protein with
the furin cleavage site knocked [34] and knock-in of two proline residues, K986P & V987P, stabilising the pre-fusion
state [35, 36], (ii) a chemokine based antigen presenting cell targeting unit consisting of CCL19 with signal peptide
[37], and (iii) a T4 domain inducing spike protein trimerisation [38, 39] (figure 4). CCL19 and spike are separated by a
rigid linker (EAAAK), while spike and T4 are separated by a flexible linker (GSGSGS) to allow for proper folding. We
included C-terminal his-tags for expression quantification. Synthetic mini genes of the constructs were synthesised and
cloned by Aldevron (Fargo, North Dakota) into the plasmid backbone.

2.3.2 Phylogenetic tree construction

We built phylogenetic trees by creating multiple sequence alignments using MAFFT [40] with default parameters,
followed by construction of the trees using iqtree [41] with the GTR20 substitution model.

2.4 Expression study

Cell Culturing Adherent HEK293 (ATCC CRL-1573) cells were grown in DMEM (Merk, Catalog # D6546)
with 10% FBS, 1% GlutaMAX™ (ThermoFisher, Catalog # 35050061) and penicillin/streptomycin according to the
manufacturer’s instructions. The cells were maintained in a humidified incubator at 37°C with 5% CO2.
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Figure 4: Plasmid used as backbone for grafting. The coding sequence of the vaccine product is highlighted by green.
Grafts were performed in the S2 doman (dark grey), but disallowed in S1 (light grey). Components specific to the
pTVG4 plasmid are shown in yellow.

Transfection of HEK cells Adherent HEK293 cells were seeded in a poly-L-lysine coated 24 well plate (500.000
cells/well) and transiently transfected the following day using Lipofectamine 3000 (ThermoFisher, Catalog # L3000015).
Briefly, 1µg of DNA plasmid, 3µl of Lipofectamine and 2µg of P3000 reagent were diluted in 100µl of OptiMEM
(ThermoFisher, Catalog # 31985062) and added to the cells according to the manufacturer’s instructions. After 24 hours
the medium in the wells was replaced by serum free culture medium and the supernatant collected 48 hours after for
further analysis.

CCL19 ELISA Protein expression was assessed using Mouse CCL19/MIP-3 DuoSet antibodies (R&D Systems,
Catalog # DY440) to develop a specific sandwich ELISA following the manufacturer’s instructions. Briefly, supernatant
of HEK293 transfected cells was added to 96 well-plates precoated with capture antibody according to the manufacturer’s
instructions. The supernatants were incubated for 2h at room temperature, the plates were washed with 0.05% Tween®
20 in PBS and incubated with biotinylated detection antibody for 2h at room temperature, then washed and incubated
with streptavidin-conjugated horseradish-peroxidase for 20 minutes at room temperature. After a final wash, captured
proteins were detected with 1:1 mixture of Color Reagent A (H2O2) and Color Reagent B (Tetramethylbenzidine)
(R&D Systems, Catalog # DY999), and the absorbance measured at 450 nm.

2.5 Immunogenicity study - IgG ELISA & ELISPOT

In vivo setup 6 to 8 weeks old C57BL/6 females were acquired from Janvier Labs (France). All the experiments
were conducted under the license 2017-15- 0201-01209 from the Danish Animal Experimentation Inspectorate in
accordance with the Danish Animal Experimentation Act (BEK no. 12 of 7/01/2016), which is compliant with the
European directive (2010/63/EU).

DNA plasmids were formulated in saline and delivered via electroporation immediately after intramuscular injection
(IM). Mice received 2 IM immunizations in left and right tibialis anterior muscles for a final volume of 100µl per
immunization. Dosing occurred on days 0 and 28 of the experiment.

Tail vein blood was sampled on days 13, 20, and 28 and Retro-orbital bleeding was performed at termination for serum
collection. Spleens were made to single cell suspension splenocytes.

Anti-RBD and Anti-FL-spike IgG ELISA For the detection of specific antibodies in sera against RBD or the
full-length spike construct ELISA was used. MaxiSorp microtiter plates (Thermo Scientific, Catalog # 442404) were
coated with 1mg/mL SARS-CoV-2 recombinant RBD protein (Proteogenix, Catalog # PX-COV-P046) or 2mg/mL
SARS-CoV-2 Spike full-length in trimer (Proteogenix, Catalog # PX-COV-P049-100). The coated plates were incubated
with sera from vaccinated mice for 2 hours for the binding of cognate antibodies and non-specific antibodies were
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washed off. The total specific IgG was detected by HRP-conjugated polyclonal rabbit anti-mouse IgG (Sigma, Catalog
# A9044) using 1-Step Slow TMB-ELISA (Thermofisher, Catalog # 34024) for development. The end result is the
number of absorbance values (450 nm) determined at a series of sera dilutions (e.g. 1:100-1:1.000.000) to determine
the end-point sera titer.

Evaluation of T cell responses using IFN-γ ELISpot Enzyme-linked immunospot (ELISpot) flat-bottomed, 96-well
hydrophobic high protein binding immobilon-P membrane (Merck Millipore, Catalog # MAIPS4510) were coated
overnight at 4◦C with 5µg/mL murine IFN-γ capture antibody (BD, Catalog # 51-2525KZ) in PBS. To investigate
to what extent the different treatment groups harbor immune recognition of the RBD and grafted peptides, 5 x 105
viable splenocytes of single-cell suspensions from individual mice were added to the wells of the coated plates and
were stimulated in duplicates with 5µg/mL of each peptide for 20 hours at 37◦C with 5% CO2. Cells stimulated with
ConA (Concanavalin A) or medium with DMSO alone were used as controls. This was followed by incubation with
2µg/mL murine IFN-γ detection antibody (BD, Catalog # 51-1818KA) for 2 hours at room temperature, 1:100 dilution
of Streptavidin-Horseradish Peroxidase (HRP) (BD, Catalog # 557630) conjugate solution in PBS containing 10% FBS
for 1 hour in the dark at room temperature, and then 100µL of AEC substrate solution (BD, Catalog # 551951) for 15
minutes in the dark for spots to develop. ELISPOT plates were air dried and read on a CTL ELISPOT analyzer to count
Spot Forming Units (SFUs) in each well. All counts were normalized to SFUs per 106 splenocytes.

3 Results

3.1 Construct design

We designed a total of seven vaccine constructs exhibiting different levels of deviation from the wildtype sequence in
terms of amino acid changes. We applied The MSA and BIFROST approaches to design two constructs each where 6
and 12 epitopes were grafted. Based on the assumption that BIFROST can identify graft candidates accounting for
more than just the sequence, we applied BIFROST to evaluate each grafted epitope in the MSA top 6/12 constructs.
Consequently, two further constructs were designed where grafts identified by BIFROST as poor were undone. We
term these constructs MSA + BIFROST (table 1). As the MSA approach relies on sequence identity and HMM models,
the resulting constructs shared a high sequence identity with the wildtype, while the BIFROST-based approach allowed
a higher level of deviation (figure 5). Naturally, the MSA constructs evaluated by BIFROST (termed MSA + BIFROST)
show higher sequence identity to the wildtype compared to the corresponding MSA construct. For a complete overview
of grafted epitopes, refer to supplementary table S1.

Table 1: Overview of constructs designed using either MSA or BIFROST-driven grafting approaches.
Construct No. grafts Strategy Candidate pool No. amino acid differences

Wildtype 0 Wildtype N/A 0
MSA top 6 6 MSA Spike homologs 9
MSA top 12 12 MSA Spike homologs 25
MSA top 6 (S) 5 MSA + BIFROST Spike homologs 6
MSA top 12 (S) 8 MSA + BIFROST Spike homologs 14
BIFROST top 6 6 BIFROST IEDB epitopes 72
BIFROST top 12 12 BIFROST IEDB epitopes 136

3.2 Expression

We evaluated the expression designed constructs in HEK293 cells as described in section 2.4. Overall, the grafted
constructs showed lower expression than the wildtype spike protein. The BIFROST-designed constructs showed the
same or higher expression than the MSA approaches grafting the same number of peptides (figure 6). Additionally, the
MSA+BIFROST constructs showed an increase in expression by ∼ 25%. This is likely in part due to the fact, that the
constructs contain fewer grafts.

3.3 Proper folding of modified spike protein indicated by cross-reactive RBD antibody titers to the wildtype
protein

We further evaluated the native state of the constructs through their ability to generate cross-reactive antibodies to
wildtype RBD or full length spike protein in an ELISA based on sera from mice immunogenicity study. Mice were
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Figure 5: Phylogenetic tree showing the evolutionary distance of constructs from wildtype spike protein.

Figure 6: Readout from CCL19 ELISA expression study. Constructs denoted with (-) are negative controls, while (+)
indicates positive controls.

immunized twice with 100µg DNA plasmids encoding RBD, full length spike or BIFROST-grafted spike with 12
epitopes grafted. Immunization with the modified vaccine construct resulted in the generation of IgG antibodies
recognizing the wildtype RBD and spike proteins (figure 7a) indicating in vivo expression of a spike protein with a
correct overall fold. Additionally, mice immunized with the grafted construct were able to elicit similar antibody titers
against the full length wildtype spike 7b as the wild type construct.

3.4 T cell response evaluation

We found that the modified spike protein elicited T cell responses specific for a pool of the grafted epitopes, while
retaining a T cell response against epitopes from the RBD. Mice immunized with the wildtype spike or the RBD-based
construct only showed a response against the epitopes from the RBD (figure 8a. Additionally, a specific T cell response
was mounted towards 10 out of the 12 grafted epitopes 8b.
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(a) Total IgG Anti-RBD end-point titers (b) Total IgG Anti-full length spike end-point titers

Figure 7: End-point IgG antibody titers against RBD and full length spike, respectively. (+) indicates positive controls,
whereas (-) denotes negative controls.

(a) IFN-γ readout
(b) T cell response against individual grafted
epitopes (AB355-366)

Figure 8: Number of IFN-γ producing cells discovered after restimulation with epitopes originating either from the
pool of grafted peptides or from the RBD.

3.5 Broad coverage of Betacoronaviruses

From the results above it is evident that the BIFROST-based grafting method allows sourcing of more divergent epitopes,
when compared to the MSA approach. To emphasize this, we built a phylogenetic tree of a representative set of
genomes from the Betacoronavirus genus (figure 9). The set includes a variety of MERS, HCoV, SARS-CoV-1, and
SARS-CoV-2 sequences. We designed three constructs, allowing grafting from a pool of predicted epitopes from the
SARS-CoV-2 genome, Sarbecovirus genomes, or the betacoronavirus genus. The intensity of the bands in the three
outer rings, corresponds to the number of epitopes in each of the vaccine constructs rediscovered in the specific strain,
thus representing immunogenic coverage. Grafting only from SARS-CoV-2 provides coverage to the SARS-CoV-2
clade, and part of the SARS-CoV-1 clade. Grafting epitopes from across Sarbecoviruses and Betacoronavirues increases
the epitope coverage to include the entire SARS-CoV-1 clade as well as many of the human Coronaviruses. For the
Betacoronavirus grafting pool, we observe coverage against the main MERS-CoV strains as well.

4 Discussion

Due to the high mutational rate exhibited by viruses such as SARS-CoV-2 and the presences of novel strains in various
animal reservoirs, there is an evident need for a platform that can rapidly adapt to emerging strains escaping existing
immunity. We demonstrated such a platform based on the spike protein of SARS-CoV-2 enriched with CD4+ epitopes.
We showed that it is possible to use a universal approach for grafting foreign peptides in a manner that preserves
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Figure 9: Phylogenetic tree of the betacoronavirus genus. Leaves highlighted by nodes correspond to either SARS-
CoV-2, SARS-CoV-1, MERS-CoV, or one of the human coronaviruses HCOV-OC43, HCOV-HKU1. Clade colors
correspond to the closest of the five reference strains. The outer rims correspond to three vaccine constructs enriched
with epitopes from three different sources. The intensity of the bands in the outer rings correspond to the number of
peptide MHCII ligands found in the designed constructs covering a specific strain.

important B-cell epitopes. The proposed approach outperforms a simpler approach relying only on sequence identity, as
we observe equal or higher expression levels despite deviating more from the wildtype sequence.

We observed that mice immunized with the heavily modified spike protein, featuring no less than 12 grafted epitopes,
were in fact able to cross-reactive antibodies against the wildtype RBD and full length spike. This suggests conservation
of the fold of the modified vaccine construct. The level of anti-RBD IgG titers was lower in the grafted construct group
than observed for mice immunized with the wildtype spike. We argue that this is in part due to the lower expression
observed in the grafted construct, as well as the fact that the epitopes grafted in the BIFROST top 12 construct were
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sourced from proteins that did not originate from the spike protein or even the corona virus. We also observed that
the grafted construct exhibited the same levels of IgG antibodies specific for the full-length wildtype spike. As we
are grafting epitopes from arbitrary foreign sources, we do not expect to see improved neutralizing antibody titers.
However, the data presented here indicates that there is some preservation of the fold of the spike protein, as we observe
IgG antibodies specific for the wildtype RBD and full length spike protein.

The data presented here are an encouraging proof-of-concept of the feasibility of a grafting-based adaptive vaccine
platform. However, it is important to note, that the experiments performed here are "proxies" of measuring the
expression (through CCL19-ELISA) and proper fold via antibody titers (through an RBD-ELISA). The next steps for
validation of this platform is to perform physiochemical experiments on the proteins modified using the BIFROST
model. This could be circular dichroism or even crystallography to confirm that the modified protein in fact folds as
expected. The fact that we can show, that immunized mice elicit an immune response towards RBD of the wildtype
spike does not necessarily provide final proof that the entire vaccine construct folds as expected.
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5 Supplementary material

5.1 Identification of similarity threshold

The entire pool of IEDB epitopes mapped against each position in the scaffold protein. Exact amino acid sequence
matches were excluded. The resulting distribution over KL divergence is shown in figure S1. A small peak was
observed below a KL divergence of 13. Thus, we set a conservative threshold for considering a peptide and graft site as
matches as having a KLD below 13. This ruled out ∼ 99% of peptide/graft site pairs.

Figure S1: Distribution of KL divergences between every verified C57BL/6 IEDB epitopes and every overlapping
position of the spike protein. The decision boundary for classifying peptides as graft matches is shown with the orange
dashed line.
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5.2 Grafted epitopes

Table S1: List of epitopes grafted with the BIFROST and MSA approach. When relevant, IEDB epitope IDs are listed.
Epitope IEDB id Wildtype sequence Approach

FQDAYNAAGGHNAVF 17460 IIAYTMSLGAENSVA BIFROST
EQQWNFAGIEAAASA 161623 QLNRALTGIAVEQDK BIFROST
NEKYAQAYPNVS 43662 QVKQIYKTPPIK BIFROST
LLTKKQYDKAQASFQ 225401 LLTDEMIAQYTSALL BIFROST
GYLYIYPSAGNSFDL 23407 GAALQIPFAMQMAYR BIFROST
HYLVNHPEVLVEASQ 143938 TQNVLYENQKLIANQ BIFROST
DVNYGYNAATGEYGD 225263 DSLSSTASALGKLQD BIFROST
VQNRFNSAITNLGNT 70619 LNTLVKQLSSNFGAI BIFROST
HYFDPKVIPSI 736871 QEKNFTTAPAI BIFROST
DIYKGVYQFKSV 175783 FVSNGTHWFVTQ BIFROST
NGVAAPSATSQ 933287 RNFYEPQIITT BIFROST
VAMIWSVAAVAQTVG 225558 QKEIDRLNEVAKNLN BIFROST

KNSFAYSNNSIAIPT N/A ENSVAYSNNSIAIPT MSA
TITVTTKIPPASKTK N/A TISVTTEILPVSMTK MSA
LLQYRSSCTQLTRAL N/A LLQYGSFCTQLNRAL MSA
VKPIYKAPPVKDFAG N/A VKQIYKTPPIKDFGG MSA
FPQFFPDPSKPSKRS N/A FSQILPDPSKPSKRS MSA
TSGWTFAAGAALQTP N/A TSGWTFGAGAALQIP MSA
ENQKFIANQFNSAIG N/A ENQKLIANQFNSAIG MSA
QDSFSSTASALGKLQ N/A QDSLSSTASALGKLQ MSA
RPAEIRASANLAATK N/A RAAEIRASANLAATK MSA
GKGYYLMSFPQSAPH N/A GKGYHLMSFPQSAPH MSA
EKNFTTAPAICHDRK N/A EKNFTTAPAICHDGK MSA
SPDVYLGDISGINAS N/A SPDVDLGDISGINAS MSA
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Chapter 7

A multiscale deep generative
model of protein structure
using a directional and a
Procrustes likelihood

M
anuscript 3 presents a further development of the model described in
manuscript 1 [85]. The model in manuscript 1 is majorly limited in perfor-

mance when the length of the amino acid sequence increases. This is mainly
due to the fact, that the model operates purely on internal coordinates, i.e.
the dihedral angles of the backbone of the amino acid polymer as described in
section 2. When focusing on internal coordinates we introduce a risk of observ-
ing ”elbow effects”. Elbow effects occur when transitioning from internal to
Cartesian coordinates, where the 3D-coordinates of the protein backbone are
iteratively inferred based on a set of idealized bond lengths and the modelled
dihedral angles. Suppose there is a small error in prediction in the dihedral
angles of the center-most amino acid. This error may be small in the internal
coordinate space but it will propagate through the downstream amino acids
causing larger errors in Cartesian space.

The model presented in the following manuscript contains a few improve-
ments on the model from manuscript 1. We introduce a more fitting dis-
tribution representing the likelihood over dihedral angles. Additionally, we
perform an ablation study to select the best sequence model to represent the
amino acid sequence. Finally, we will address the elbow effect by combining
the BIFROST model with a probabilistic model of protein superposition -
Theseus [86, 87]. Theseus will serve as a likelihood over Cartesian coordinates
as well, providing an additional error function to the modelling that takes into
account the differences between the 3D-coordinates generated from predicted
angles and those of the observed protein structure.
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ABSTRACT

Protein structure prediction has become a paradigm problem in machine learning. Recent methods
based on deep learning such as Alphafold [1] and trRosetta [2] have revolutionized the field. However,
open problems remain, including modelling of protein folding and dynamics, asessing the impact
of mutations and separating aleatory from epistemic uncertainty. These open problems can benefit
from a probabilistic approach based on a deep generative model. Due to the presence of rotations
as nuisance parameters, probabilistic models of protein structure typically use rotation invariant
representations such as dihedral angles or pairwise atom distances instead of 3D coordinates. By
combining a deep Markov model with a multiscale likelihood, we can include both dihedral angles
and 3D-coordinates. We use the bivariate sine von Mises likelihood for the former, and a Procrustes
likelihood that features latent rotations and latent variances of the 3D positions for the latter. The
trained model allows a highly efficient prediction-by-sampling regime. We show that the multiscale
nature of the model results in better predictions of both dihedral angles and 3D coordinates, reducing
the root mean square deviation from 10 Å to 5 Å for protein fragments of length 30. Finally, we
briefly discuss how to extend the model to entire proteins.

Keywords Deep Probabilistic Programming · Protein structure · deep Markov model · multiscale modelling
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1 Introduction

In the last few years, the problem of protein structure prediction has seen an increased amount of attention from the
machine learning community due to the dramatic improvements shown by deep learning methods such as Alphafold [1],
trRosetta [2], and more recently Omegafold [3]. However, studies also showed that their reliance on multiple sequence
alignments makes it difficult to predict the effect of mutations [4]. In addition, predicting protein dynamics or the
folding process itself remains a challenge [5, 6]. This indicates that the problem is not entirely solved, and that there is
room for models that work on the single-sequence level. Probabilistic models of proteins, and more specifically deep
generative models can play a role here [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14].

Protein structures are generally represented using either internal coordinates, pairwise distances or 3D-coordinates.
3D-coordinates represent the protein structure as a set of Cartesian coordinates of the individual atoms. Thus, they are a
high-resolution representation of a protein structure. However, 3D-coordinates are challenging in a machine learning
setting, as they can be arbitrarily translated and rotated. Correspondingly, when comparing two sets of 3D-coordinates,
we need to account for rotational and translational degrees of freedom. This is done by so-called Procrustes models
[15, 16].

There are two ways of avoiding this problem. One is to encode the structure as pairwise amino acid distances. However,
pairwise distances are high-dimensional (L× L) and do not account for mirror reflection effects. Alternatively, internal
coordinates describe protein structure through bond lengths, bond angles, and backbone dihedral angles. Backbone
dihedral angles are the torsion angles associated with the bonds between the N , Cα, and C atoms of the amino acid
backbone (figure 1), whereas bond lengths are the lengths of the bonds between these atoms. Current state of the
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ϕi+1
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⟲ ⟲ ⟲ ⟲ ⟲ ⟲

Figure 1: Schematic of the dihedral angles of the protein backbone.

art approaches address the rotation-invariance problem through parameter-heavy rotation-equivariant transformer
architectures, making training and inference troublesome without high performance computing setups [2, 1]. Cartesian
coordinates can be reconstructed from internal coordinates [17, 18], often assuming idealised values for bond lengths
and bond angles. Sequential reconstruction leads to an "elbow-effect": prediction errors early in the sequence of
angles lead to large errors in the reconstructed 3D coordinates. Consequently, when representing protein chains, small
variances in dihedral angle space may result in large variances in Cartesian coordinate space.

Probabilistic models of proteins structure can be formulated using hidden Markov models [7, 8, 9, 10, 11] or, more
recently, deep Markov models [19] that represent sequences of dihedral angles using directional statistics. In addition,
VAEs have also been used for this purpose, typically representing a matrix of pairwise distances instead of a sequence
of dihedral angles [12, 13, 14]. Here, we combine a deep Markov model with a multiscale likelihood, representing
both dihedral angles and 3D coordinates. We show that the resulting deep generative model allows for efficient
prediction-by-sampling mediated by dihedral angles, while to a great extent ameliorating the elbow problem.

For the likelihood over the angles, we make use of a probability distribution on the torus, as previously described [19],
though we make use of a new distrubution, the sine bivariate von Mises, as described in section 2.3. For the likelihood
over the 3D coordinates, we make use of a Procrustes model [20, 15, 16], which following [15] we will call Theseus.
The original Theseus model assumes that two protein structures are noisy observations of a latent mean structure, and
accounts for the rotation and translation of the structures to infer optimal superposition (figure 2, left). Theseus is a
heteroscedastic model that accounts for different variances of the atomic positions. We adapt the model for use as the
likelihood of the predicted structure,MMM , given the observed structure,XXX (see figure 2, right). As we (per construction)
can assume that both coordinate sets are centered at (0, 0, 0), the Theseus likelihood introduces two latent variables: a
rotation and a vector of variances of the atom positions.
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MMM

uuu

XXX(1) XXX(2)

ttt1:3

RRR

qqq

v1:3v1:3v1:3
MMM

uuu

XXX RRR

qqq

v1:3v1:3v1:3

Figure 2: Graphical models illustrating the principles of the Theseus superposition framework [16, 15]. Left: The
Theseus model used to superimpose two structures. XXX(1) andXXX(2) are N × 3 ∈ R matrices containing the coordinates
of the structures to be superimposed. BothXXX(1) andXXX(2) are interpreted as noisy observations (controlled by a vector
of N variances uuu) of a common underlying latent, mean structure,MMM (also an N × 3 ∈ R matrix). In addition, one of
the structures is rotated (rotation matrix RRR) and translated (vector ttt) with respect to MMM . vvv and qqq are quantities used
to construct a uniform prior over rotations (see section 2.2). The priors p(ttt) and p(uuu) are normal and half-normal,
respectively. p(MMM), p(XXX(1) |MMM,uuu) and p(XXX(2) |MMM,uuu,RRR,ttt) are interpreted as matrix-normal distributions [15]. Right:
the Theseus variant used as likelihood for the 3D coordinates in the Bifrost-Theseus model (see Algorithm 1). In this
case,MMM is a prediction from a neural network and there is only one structure,XXX , abolishing the need for the translation,
ttt. p(XXX |MMM,RRR,uuu) formulates as a product of multivariate normal distributions.

Multiscale approaches are used for modelling the same phenomena at different levels, or scales, where the different
levels affect each other [21], such as in the modelling of nanocomposite materials at both the molecular level as well as
how they interact [22]. By combining a deep Markov model [23, 19] model with a Procrustes and an angular likelihood,
we can formulate a multiscale model of protein structure.

2 Methods

2.1 Data

We trained the model on the data from [19], consisting of protein fragments derived from 3, 733 protein structures. This
data set consisted of a non-redundant, high-resolution set of protein structures from the cullpdb data set [24]. For further
details on the data set, see [19]. Three data sets were created, by splitting the protein structures into fragments of 9, 15,
and 30 amino acids. We use redundancy reduction, such that no fragments share more than 20% sequence identity.

2.2 Deep Markov model and directional likelihood

Our model is an extension on the deep Markov model (DMM) of local protein structure, Bifrost [19]. The DMM
consists of multiple neural networks parameterising latent distributions and distributions over dihedrals. A transition
neural network parameterises a multivariate Gaussian distribution over the latent variables at each position in the
fragment. An emitter neural networks takes the latent variable as input and parameterises a Sine Bivariate von Mises
(SBVM) distribution [25] over the observed angles. This is a fundamental change from the original Bifrost model
which used a wrapped student T (Cauchy) distribution for modelling dihedral angles. The SBVM allows us to model
the correlation between the ϕ/ψ dihedral angle pairs, as opposed to treating them as independent random variables. A
simple graphical representation of the Bifrost model is shown in figure 3.

aaa

ZZZi,:ZZZ0,:

κ
(ϕ)
i µ

(ϕ)
i

ρi µ
(ψ)
i κ

(ψ)
i

ϕi ψi XXX

uuu

MMM RRR

qqq

v1:3v1:3v1:3

i ∈ {1, ..., L}

θ

Figure 3: Graphical model of Bifrost-Theseus.
Grey nodes are observed variables, white circu-
lar nodes are latent variables, white rectangular
nodes represent parameters of the SBVM distri-
bution. Diamond-shaped and rectangular nodes
are deterministic variables. The square with
rounded corners represent a plate, marking con-
ditional independence. Nodes to the right of the
plate correspond to variables originating from
adding the Theseus layer to the Bifrost model.
For details, we refer to Algorithm 1.
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2.3 Sine Bivariate von Mises distribution

Each internal coordinate naturally embeds on the 2-torus. To quantify uncertainty in the internal coordinate representa-
tion we use a submodel of the Bivariate von Mises [26], known as the sine model [27, 25]. The probability density
function of the sine model is given by

f(ϕ, ψ|µµµ,κκκ, ρ) = C−1 exp(κ(ϕ) cos(ϕ− µ(ϕ)) + κ(ψ) cos(ψ − µ(ψ)) + ρ sin(ϕ− µ(ϕ)) sin(ψ − µ(ψ))), (1)

where the ρ > 0 parameters control statistical dependence between the angles ϕ, ψ ∈ [−π, π),κκκ > 0 is the concentration,
and µµµ ∈ [−π, π)2 is the point of (toroidal) symmetry for the distribution. The normalization constant C is given by the
infinite series

1

C
= (2π)2

∞∑

i=0

(
2i

i

)(
ρ2

4κ(ϕ)κ(ψ)

)2

Ii(κ
(ϕ))Ii(κ

(ψ)), (2)

where Ii is the i−th order modified Bessel function of the first kind.

The sine model is a generalization of the wrapped Cauchy likelihood in [19]. To see this, observe that Equation (1) at
ρ = 0 corresponds to two independent von Mises distributions, each of which share support with the wrapped Cauchy
distribution.

The SBVM distribution is unimodal if and only if κ(ϕ)κ(ψ) > ρ2 , otherwise the model is bimodal. Due to this
bimodality, sampling from the SBVM can become inefficient near the boundary κ(ϕ)κ(ψ) = ρ2. To overcome this
instability, we use a scaled correlation parameter η in place of ρ given by ρ = η

√
κ(ϕ)κ(ψ) where η ∈ [0, 1].

2.4 Procrustes likelihood

We expanded the above described model by introducing a likelihood based on the 3D coordinates. The DMM generates
latent representations ZZZ, from which we predict the means, concentrations and correlations that parameterise the
distribution over the backbone dihedrals. We reconstruct the 3D-coordinates from the predicted means of the dihedral
angles, µµµ(ϕ) and µµµ(ψ), using the PNERF algorithm [17, 18, 28]. We assume idealised values for bond lengths and bond
angles, as well as trans peptides bonds (ω = π). See table S1 for exact idealized values. We treat the reconstructed
structure as the latent mean structure (MMM ) in the Theseus framework, allowing us to evaluate the likelihood that observed
coordinates originate from the distribution defined by this latent mean.
Note that the predicted dihedral angle means could be interpreted as a "denoised" version of the observed dihedral
angles, as the reconstructed 3D coordinates make use of ideal bond angles and bond lengths. Thus we can distinguish
between aleatory (reconstructed 3D coordinates,MMM ) and epistemic uncertainty (observed dihedral angles, ϕϕϕ and ψψψ, and
coordinates,XXX).
The Theseus likelihood introduces two latent variables per protein structure, a rotation,RRR and a vector of variances of
atom positions, uuu. A uniform prior over rotations is constructed making use of unit quaternions, following [29]. We
sample three random variables from a uniform prior on the unit interval. From these, we calculate four deterministic
variables defining the unit quaternion (qqq = (w, x, y, z)) (equation 3).

vi ∼ U(0, 1), i ∈ 1, 2, 3 (3a)
θ1 = 2πv2; θ2 = 2πv3 (3b)

r1 =
√
1− v1; r2 =

√
v1 (3c)

qqq = (w, x, y, z) = (r2 cos θ2, r1 sin θ1, r1 cos θ1, r2 sin θ2) (3d)

Finally, from the unit quaternion, a rotation matrix is constructed (equation 4).

RRR =



w2 + x2 − y2 − z2 2(xy − wz) 2(xz + wy)

2(xy + wz) w2 − x2 + y2 − z2 2(yz − wx)
2(xz − wy) 2(yz + wx) w2 − x2 − y2 + z2


 (4)

We treat the reconstructed 3D-coordinates as the underlying mean. We then evaluate the likelihood, that observed
coordinates were drawn from a multivariate Gaussian with means at the reconstructed coordinates and a per-datapoint
modelled variance. We assume conditional independence between the atoms, so it is sufficient to approximate this
matrix normal with a multivariate Gaussian. The variances are drawn from a half-normal distribution.
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2.5 Conditional joint distribution

We can express the conditional joint distribution of dihedrals and 3D coordinates given the amino acid sequence as

pθθθ(ϕϕϕ,ψψψ,XXX|aaa) =
∫

ZZZ

∫

RRR

∫

uuu

pθθθ(ϕϕϕ,ψψψ|ZZZ)pθθθ(XXX|ZZZ,RRR, diag(uuu))p(uuu)p(RRR)pθθθ(ZZZ|aaa) duuu dRRR dZZZ, (5)

where ϕϕϕ and ψψψ are observed backbone dihedral angles, XXX represents observed 3D coordinates, aaa is the amino acid
sequence, ZZZ is an L × 40 matrix containing the L latent representations, diag(uuu) is a diagonal covariance matrix
containing the variances of the atom positions, and RRR is a rotation matrix. The latter two are part of the Procrustes
submodel, Theseus. Neural networks with parameters θθθ parameterize the conditional distributions in the above. For
more details, we refer to the graphical model shown in figure 3 and algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 The Bifrost-Theseus model. aaa: Amino acid sequence. L: Length of the amino acid sequence. T and
E: Transition and emission network of the deep Markov model, respectively. SBVM: Sine Bivariate von Mises
distribution. PNERF: Algorithm for reconstructing the 3D-coordinates from a vector of dihedral angles. N+: Half-
normal distribution. ZZZ: L × 40 matrix containing the latent vector of the deep Markov model for each amino acid
position. XXX andMMM : L× 3× 3 tensors containing 3D coordinates; first dimension: amino acid index; second dimension:
atom index (corresponding to C, Cα, N ); third dimension: 3D coordinates. XXX andMMM contain the coordinates of the
observed and the predicted structure, respectively. BothXXX andMMM are centered at (0, 0, 0), thus only requiring a rotation
matrixRRR for their superposition used in the calculation of the likelihood. ϕϕϕ and ψψψ are vectors containing the observed
dihedral angles.

Input: aaa = [a1, ..., aL],XXX,ϕϕϕ,ψψψ ▷ Amino acid sequence, 3D coordinates, dihedral angle vectors
HHH ← GRU(aaa) ▷ L× 100 matrix of GRU states
ZZZ0,: ∼MVN

(
µµµ
(Z)
0,: , diag

(
σσσ
(Z)
0,:

))
▷ Latent vector to start the Markov chain

for i = 1 to L do ▷ Loop over the L amino acids
µµµ
(Z)
i,: ,σσσ

(Z)
i,: ← T (ZZZi−1,:,HHHi,:) ▷ Mean and variances for latent vector at position i

ZZZi,: ∼MVN
(
µµµ
(Z)
i,: , diag

(
σσσ
(Z)
i,:

))
▷ Sample latent vector at position i

µ
(ϕ)
i , µ

(ψ)
i , κ

(ϕ)
i , κ

(ψ)
i , ρi ← E(ZZZi,:) ▷ Parameters of the SBVM distribution for position i

ϕi, ψi ∼ SBVM
(
µ
(ϕ)
i , µ

(ψ)
i , κ

(ϕ)
i , κ

(ψ)
i , ρi

)
▷ Likelihood of the dihedral angle pair at position i

MMM ← PNERF
(
µµµ(ϕ),µµµ(ψ)

)
▷ Reconstruct the 3D coordinates from the SBVM means

for j = 1 to 3 do
vj ∼ U(0, 1) ▷ vvv is used for the uniform prior over the rotation

qqq ← Quaternion(vvv) ▷ Quaternion representing the rotation matrix, see Equation 3
RRR← RotationMatrix(qqq) ▷ Rotation matrix, see Equation 4
for i = 1 to L do ▷ Loop over L amino acids

ui ∼ N+(0.1)
ΣΣΣi ← uiIII3 ▷ Covariance matrix used for all atoms in amino acid i
for j = 1 to 3 do ▷ Loop over N,Cα,C atoms of amino acid i

MMM i,j,: ←MMM i,j,: −MMM :,:,1:3 ▷ Center coordinates ofMMM at (0, 0, 0)
XXXi,j,: ∼MVN (RMRMRM i,j,:,ΣΣΣi) ▷ Likelihood of the 3D coordinates of atom j in amino acid i

2.6 Prediction-by-sampling

As we assume that the amino acid sequence is known, a computationally attractive capacity of the model is prediction-
by-sampling using the following conditional distribution,

pθθθ(ϕϕϕ,ψψψ|aaa) =
∫

ZZZ

pθθθ(ϕϕϕ,ψψψ|ZZZ)pθθθ(ZZZ|aaa) dZZZ. (6)

We only need the Theseus submodel for model training, not for prediction-by-sampling. Using the sampled angles or
angle means we can reconstruct the predicted structure (algorithm 2).
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Algorithm 2 Sampling 3D coordinates (XXX) and dihedral angles (ϕϕϕ,ψψψ) conditioned on the amino acid sequence (aaa) from
the Bifrost-Theseus model. For notation, see Algorithm 1.

Input: aaa = [aa1, ..., aaL] ▷ Amino acid sequence input
HHH ← GRU(aaa) ▷ L× 100 matrix of GRU states
ZZZ0,: ∼MVN

(
µµµ
(Z)
0,: , diag

(
σσσ
(Z)
0,:

))
▷ Latent vector to start the Markov chain

for i = 1 to L do ▷ Loop over the L amino acids
µµµ
(Z)
i,: ,σσσ

(Z)
i,: ← T (ZZZi−1,:,HHHi,:) ▷ Mean and variances for latent vector at position i

ZZZi,: ∼MVN
(
µµµ
(Z)
i,: , diag

(
σσσ
(Z)
i,:

))
▷ Sample latent vector at position i

µ
(ϕ)
i , µ

(ψ)
i , κ

(ϕ)
i , κ

(ψ)
i , ρi ← E (ZZZi,:) ▷ Parameters of the SBVM distribution for position i

ϕi, ψi ∼ SBVM
(
µ
(ϕ)
i , µ

(ψ)
i , κ

(ϕ)
i , κ

(ψ)
i , ρi

)
▷ Sample the dihedral angles at position i

XXX ← PNERF
(
µµµ(ϕ),µµµ(ψ)

)
▷ Reconstruct the 3D coordinates from the SBVM means

2.7 Neural network architectures

Our DMM is a variant of [19]. The model and guide share the same overall topology, with a few key differences. Both
the model and the guide employ a bidirectional recurrent neural network (RNN), parsing the amino acid sequence to
produce hidden states. The model only uses the amino acids, while the guide also uses the observed dihedral angles.
The latent states are parameterised by a neural network, that takes as input the previous latent variable along with
the hidden state from the RNN at each time step. In the model we call this the transition network, while in the guide
we call it the combiner network. The transition and combiner networks are identical in structure and are both Gated
Recurrent Unit (GRU) [30] cells. The model employs one further neural network - the emitter - a feed forward network
parameterising a Sine Bivariate von Mises distribution over dihedrals conditioned on the latent state. A rolled-out
graphical representation of the model is shown in figure 4.

ZZZ0,: T ZZZ0,: T ZZZ0,: ... T ZZZN,:

E

ϕ1 ψ1

E

ϕ2 ψ2

E

ϕN ψN

HHH1,: HHH2,: ... HHHN,:

a1 a2 aN

PNERF

XXX
RRRuuu

ZZZ0,: C ZZZ1,: C zzz2,: ... C ZZZN,:

GGG1,: GGG2,: ... GGGN,:

a1 ϕ1 ψ1 a2 ϕ2 ψ2 aN ϕN ψN

Figure 4: The Bifrost-Theseus model (left) and variational distribution (right). White circular nodes are latent random
variables, grey nodes are observed variables, white rectangular nodes represent hidden states from a bidirectional GRU
HHH , and black squares represent feed forward neural networks. E, T, and C denote the emitter transition and combiner
networks, respectively. For clarity, we do not show all random variables, and the deterministic and random variables
pertaining to construction of the rotation matrix are collapsed to a single node,RRR. For the full graphical model, refer to
figure 3.

2.7.1 Training

For model estimation, we introduce a variational distribution, q, approximating the true posterior (algorithm 3). The
variational distribution mimics the DMM behavior, inferring latent states from the amino acids and ϕ/ψ dihedral angles.
Whereas the Bifrost-specific parameters are all amortised, the Theseus-specific parameters are not. Specifically, we use
one pair of MAP estimates for the rotationRRR and variances uuu per fragment.
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Algorithm 3 The Bifrost-Theseus variational distribution. δ(.) is the Dirac delta distribution and MAP indicates a
maximum a posteriori point estimate.

Input: aaa = [a1, ..., aL],ϕϕϕ,ψψψ ▷ Amino acid sequence, 3D coordinates, dihedral angle vectors
GGG← GRU(aaa,ϕϕϕ,ψψψ) ▷ L× 100 matrix of GRU states
µµµ
(Z)
0,: ∼ δ

(
µµµ
(Z,MAP)
0,:

)
▷ Mean and variances for latent vector at position 0

σσσ
(Z)
0,: ∼ δ

(
σσσ
(Z,MAP)
0,:

)

ZZZ0,: ∼MVN
(
µµµ
(Z)
0,: , diag

(
σσσ
(Z)
0,:

))
▷ Latent vector to start the Markov chain

for i = 1 to L do ▷ Loop over L amino acids
µµµ
(Z)
i,: ,σσσ

(Z)
i,: ← C(ZZZi−1,:,GGGi,:) ▷ Mean and variances for latent vector at position i

ZZZi,: ∼MVN
(
µµµ
(Z)
i,: , diag

(
σσσ
(Z)
i,:

))
▷ Sample latent vector at position i

uuu ∼ δ
(
uuu(MAP)

)
▷ Variances of the atom positions

vvv ∼ δ
(
vvv(MAP)

)
▷ Rotation

Since an untrained Bifrost model will produce random stuctures, the error from the Theseus submodel is be unreasonably
high early on, rendering training numerically unstable. Accordingly, we apply three training stages to estimate the
final model. First, we train the Bifrost model without applying the Theseus error until convergence. For the Theseus
submodel, we need to infer an optimal rotation for each fragment in the training data set. Hence, the second training
pass employs a warm-up phase of the Theseus parameters, while freezing the Bifrost parameters. This phase uses the
hyperparameters proposed in [16], i.e. an AdagradRMSprop optimizer [31]. After the warm-up-phase we unfreeze the
Bifrost parameters, and start training the neural networks using both the dihedral angle and Theseus likelihoods. The
Theseus warm-up phase consisted of 50 epochs, while the full training run was allowed to continue until convergence
(table S2).

2.8 Model selection

We perform three levels of comparison for model architectures. The first level is the model’s ability to recreate a
Ramachandran plot. The Ramachandran number [32] summarizes ϕ/ψ pairs to a single number between 0 and 1 [32]
(equation 7).

R(ϕ, ψ) = ϕ+ ψ + 2π

4π
(7)

We compare the distribution of inferred Ramachandran numbers to the observed distribution through the Jensen-Shannon
divergence (JSD) [33], which is a symmetrical interpretation of the KL divergence (KLD) [34]. In practice, we turn
generated Ramachandran numbers into histograms and compare to histograms of the observed Ramachandran numbers.
We use JSD for this specific task for two reasons. Firstly, it provides a simple metric between 0 and 1, where 0 is
maximally identical and 1 is maximally different. Secondly, JSD does not require absolute continuity, as KLD does.
This means that even if the model generates histograms where certain bins are empty, JSD returns a real number,
whereas KLD is not possible to compute. The second level of evaluation is the ability to recreate the dihedral angles of
the specific protein structure, which we assess through RMSD between the predicted and observed dihedral angles. The
third and final level assesses the quality of reconstructed 3D-coordinates compared to the observed 3D-coordinates in
terms of RMSD between superimposed predicted and observed structures.

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Choice of directional distribution

The original Bifrost approach, modelled dihedral angles as a wrapped student T distribution. This distribution approxi-
mates the von Mises distribution with fatter tails [19]. However, this distribution assumes conditional independence of
the ϕ/ψ dihedral angles, which may not hold. We replace the wrapped T with the Sine Bivariate von Mises distribution
accounting for ϕ/ψ dependence [25]. Table 1 shows the performance of the original Bifrost with the new SBVM
likelihood approach. The SBVM approach showed marginal improvement in terms of JSD of Ramachandran numbers,
dihedral angle RMSD as well as 3D RMSD.
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ϕ/ψ distribution WST SBVM

JSD 0.233 0.202
ϕ/ψ RMSD 0.782 0.737
3D RMSD 2.497 2.227

Table 1: Comparison of the impact of dihedral angle likelihoods in terms
of JS divergence of Ramachandran number distributions (JSD) and me-
dian angular and 3D RMSDs. The metrics indicating best performance
are highlighted in bold. WST: Wrapped student T, SBVM: Sine Bivariate
von Mises.

3.2 Choice of sequence model

Bifrost uses an RNN to infer hidden states of the amino acid sequence (see figure 4). We investigated the impact of
replacing this with more sophisticated networks, the gated recurrent unit (GRU) [30] and the long-short term memory
(LSTM) [35] networks. The standard RNN showed the worst performance, while the GRU showed the best performance
across all three metrics (table 2). The Ramachandran plots produced by the GRU were qualitatively similar to the
observed Ramachandran plot, reducing the number of means predicted in the disallowed region in the middle of the
Ramachandran plot (figure 5).

Sequence model RNN GRU LSTM

JSD 0.202 0.171 0.182
ϕ/ψ RMSD 0.737 0.657 0.741
3D RMSD 2.227 1.628 1.736

Table 2: Sequence model comparison in terms
of JS divergence of Ramachandran number
distributions and median angular and 3D
RMSD. The metrics indicating best perfor-
mance are highlighted in bold.

Figure 5: Ramachandran plots produced by Bifrost-predicted dihedral angle means for the different sequence models.

3.3 Extending Bifrost with the Theseus likelihood

In order to address the short-comings of Bifrost-modelled means to resemble Ramachandran behavior, we fine tuned the
model applying likelihoods over 3D-coordinates as well as dihedrals. The resulting model showed better JSD as well as
angle RMSD while improving RMSD over reconstructed 3D-coordinates (table 3a). We observed clear improvement
in the Ramachandran plot as well, completely abolishing predictions in the disallowed region, while trimming the
individual clusters to resemble the observed distribution (figure 6).

We observed that the Theseus likelihood improves the predictive performance, significantly reducing the RMSDs of
the reconstructed structures (figure 7). RMSD values generally increase as the fragment length increases. However,
the models trained with the Theseus likelihood still outperformed the models trained without it while retaining the
improvement in terms of JSD and KLD (table 3b and 3c). In figure 8 we show representative examples of sampled
structures from models trained with and without the Theseus likelihood. More examples are shown in figure S1.

4 Discussion

Here, we presented a novel multiscale approach for training a model of protein structure by employing likelihoods
over both internal coordinates and 3D coordinates. The model is based on a deep Markov model (DMM) [23] using a
directional and a Procrustes likelihood. We introduce a new likelihood over dihedral angles through the Sine Bivariate
von Mises distribution (SBvM) [25], allowing us to treat the ϕ, ψ angle pairs as dependent and correlated. We observed
that the model was unable to learn fragment structure when training a model from scratch with both internal- and
3D-coordinate likelihoods while also suffering from numerical instability (Data not shown). We hypothesised that this
was due to the error from the Theseus likelihood being too large for the initial near-random dihedral angle predictions.
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Table 3: Comparison between Bifrost with and with out finetuning using Theseus likelihoods in terms of JS divergence
of Ramachandran number distributions, median RMSDs between predicted and observed ϕ/ψ angles and 3D-coordinate
RMSDs. The metrics indicating best performance are highlighted in bold.

- Theseus + Theseus

µ Sampled µ Sampled

JSD 0.171 0.130 0.102 0.107
ϕ/ψ RMSD 0.657 0.671 0.556 0.563
3D RMSD 1.628 1.923 1.159 1.172

(a) 9-mer fragments

- Theseus + Theseus

µ Sampled µ Sampled

JSD 0.176 0.133 0.107 0.113
ϕ/ψ RMSD 0.856 0.867 0.460 0.467
3D RMSD 4.617 5.265 2.362 2.553

(b) 15-mer fragments

- Theseus + Theseus

µ Sampled µ Sampled

JSD 0.177 0.140 0.113 0.104
ϕ/ψ RMSD 0.852 0.863 0.402 0.411
3D RMSD 9.816 10.242 5.243 5.539

(c) 30-mer fragments

Figure 6: Ramachandran plots of dihedral angle means generated by the pretrained Bifrost model, and the same Bifrost
model finetuned with the Theseus loss (left, top row). Left, bottom row: sampled angles. right: Observed angles.

We alleviated the numerical instability by initializing with the weights of a model trained only with the dihedral angle
likelihood. Additionally, all parameters are amortised in the standard Bifrost model, but for the Theseus likelihood,
per-datapoint rotations and variances need to be learned. Therefore, we applied a warm-up phase of these distribution
parameters while freezing all neural network parameters. The combination of these steps reduced the final training stage
to a fine tuning stage, where both likelihoods were combined to achieve better performance in terms of 3D-coordinate
RMSDs.

We showed, that the this multiscale approach allows us to model longer fragments. However, training the model on
fragments longer than the lengths reported, results in an impractical increase in inference time. This is a result of the

9
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Figure 7: Distributions of RMSDs between
reconstructed and observed coordinates of
Bifrost trained with or without the Theseus
likelihood for different fragment lengths.

Figure 8: Comparison of the predictions (i.e. posterior distributions) obtained from Bifrost (bottom) and Bifrost-Theseus
(top) for identical 30mer fragments. The black cartoon representations show the observed structure, while the thin
lines represent 200 samples conditioned on the amino acid sequences. Their color varies from blue at the start of the
fragment (N-terminus) to red at the end (C-terminus). Examples are taken from the 25th percentile, median and 75th

of the distribution of 30mer RMSDs for Bifrost with Theseus in figure 7. The average RMSDs are shown next to the
structures. Graphics produced in PyMol [36]

model being a deep Markov model employing a for loop over the amino acid sequence. We got around this limitation
by drastically scaling down the size of the training data sets for 15- and 30-mer fragments. The run time limitation
could be alleviated more generally. Either by moving to GPU-first or functional programming frameworks [37] or by
implementing a model, that does not require sequential processing.

We assume that predicted means are idealized values. We argue that these are a "denoised" representation of the protein
structure, while enforcing a good fit with the observed structure through the Theseus likelihood. This confines predicted
dihedral angle means to values that correspond to reasonable geometry, which in turn results in better Ramachandran
representations. Dihedral angles should fluctuate around means that are geometrically sound, which we enforce with
this new likelihood. Thus, we can make the case that this change allows us to account for a heuristic interpretation of
both epistemic and aleatory uncertainty.

10
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The results presented here, show that it is possible to train a deep, generative, probabilistic model directly on 3D-
coordinates in a rotationally and translationally invariant manner using the Theseus superposition model.
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5 Supplementary material

Table S1: Idealised values for bond lengths and the ω dihedral angle.
Bond lengths

(Å)
Dihedral angle

(radians)
C −N N − Cα Cα − C ω

1.45801 1.52326 1.32868 π

Table S2: The three different stages of model training.
Bifrost Theseus Bifrost & Theseus

Optimizer ADAM AdagradRMSprop ADAM
Epochs Until convergence 50 Until convergence
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Figure S1: More examples of predictions from models trained with (top) or without (bottom) the Theseus submodel.
Mean RMSDs are shown next to the structures. 14





Chapter 8

Epilogue

8.1 Conclusions

T
hroughout this thesis, deep probabilistic programming frameworks were
applied to develop a model of local protein structure for use in a vaccine

development setting. The model presented in paper 1 [85] was based on the
DMM architecture and trained with SVI in the probabilistic programming
framework Pyro [43]. The model performed on par with the current state of
the art approach of Rosetta’s fragment picker [23], while requiring a fraction
of the run time and relying only on the amino acid sequence of the small frag-
ments. However, the model focuses entirely on dihedral angles, which means
that the model is limited to short fragments, due to the elbow effect of small
prediction errors in the dihedral angle space leading to larger errors when re-
constructing the 3D-coordinates. In paper 3, I extended the BIFROST model
to include a more sophisticated sequence model in the GRU, while also chang-
ing the dihedral angle likelihoods to the recently developed Sine Bivariate Von
Mises distribution [88]. I addressed the limitations of dihedral angle-based
modelling by introducing a likelihood over 3D-coordinates [87] to further reg-
ularise the model by accounting for the 3D-coordinate reconstruction error as
well. This not only improved the model on short fragments, but also allowed
the model to be trained on larger fragments up to 30 amino acids long.

Due to the increased throughput allowed by the BIFROST approach com-
pared to existing methods, it can be applied in a vaccine design setting (paper
2). As the model infers appropriate latent representations of an amino acid
sequence and structure, it proved to function well as a similarity function
capturing information on both sequence and structure. This means that it is
possible to use the model to scan any protein, through the latent state, and
identify the similarity between a set of external peptides that could replace
parts of the original sequence with minimal impact on the final structure.
We used this to enrich the most common SARS-CoV-2 vaccine protein - the
spike protein - with epitopes that would be presented by the immune system
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to induce the antibody response through the CD4+-signalling pathway. We
showed that it is theoretically possible to do so, as the enriched constructs
we produced were in fact able to be produced by host cells at a higher rate
than constructs designed using a naive sequence similarity-based approach.
Additionally, we showed that the presented approach was able to induce a T
cell response against the grafted epitopes without compromising the antibody
response against the wildtype protein. Unfortunately, due to constraints in
time and laboratory resources we did not get a chance to test the vaccine
constructs in a challenge model in mice in order to prove that the optimised
vaccine constructs could in fact induce an increased protection against SARS-
CoV-2.

8.2 Future directions

While the BIFROST model improved dramatically with the addition of the
THESEUS-likelihood for 3D-coordinate reconstruction, it still has one major
obstacle: time. The fact that the model employs an iterative processing of
every single position of an amino acid sequence makes it impractically slow
when the proteins to model exceed 30 amino acids. Thus, the model is a ways
off from predicting full protein structures. This can be improved in multiple
ways. Either the model can be ported to a GPU/TPU-first framework such
as numpyro and JAX for a practical improvement in runtime. Alternatively,
the sequential DMM could be reduced to a variational autoencoder using a
paralellisable sequence model such as the attention-based architecture, the
transformer. Another direction for this model could be to move away from
the VAE-like architectures and towards diffusion models [89], which have re-
cently showed promising results for the problem of protein structure prediction
[34, 35]. At the moment, the BIFROST model focuses purely on dihedral an-
gles and coordinates of the polypeptide backbone, and does not model the side
chains. Obviously this is a major limitation for moving towards full protein
structure prediction, where the orientation of the side chains play a huge role
in forming the fold of the protein. Adding the side chains is not necessarily
a massive change to the model, but it requires handling practical challenges,
such the variable number of side chain atoms of different amino acids. It would
also bring on some further modelling assumptions for the Theseus likelihood
on whether to assume uniform variance per amino acid, or whether the co-
ordinates of the side chain atoms should have independent variances. These
small hurdles, should, however be rather trivial to implement, given the time.

The universal grafting approach presented in paper 2 showed promise in a
protein engineering setting. However, it should be noted that all the experi-
ments carried out to evaluate the modified protein constructs were proximity
measures of the real thing. While it is encouraging that we observe that
mice immunized with a modified protein could elicit antibodies against the
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wildtype protein, it is not final proof that the final fold is unaffected. In
order to truly validate this approach for protein engineering, I suggest to de-
sign an experiment from scratch. This experiment should focus on a known,
stable protein of a moderate size to allow for some grafts to be performed.
This protein should then be gradually modified by performing more and more
grafts in order to truly understand how far we can push this modification.
The final fold of the modified protein constructs should be validated through
physiochemical studies such as circular dichroism [90] or actual solving of the
structure through Cryo-EM or NMR. The former is yet another approximate
measure of the final fold, but closer to a true validation, while the latter may
be prohibitively expensive, but would provide final proof-of-concept.

Finally, the developed vaccine constructs should be tested in a mouse
challenge model to see if the T cell epitope-enriched vaccine constructs can
either induce an increased protection against the virus. Alternatively, this
model could be used to induce a novel response against viral proteins, that
would otherwise not be recognized by the immune system. However, without
a challenge model it is not possible to answer these open questions.
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